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INTRODUCTION 
John Ke~ts' development f:rom the idea of beauty as sensuousness 
"jjo that of Ideal Beauty came as a l!esu lt of growth and thought. It 
wa.s not a sudden inspiration, but an ascending movement toward the Ideal 
which had its foundations in his love for the usual and. natural beautiea 
~ound him and in his reactions to the physical sensations. He a:pproached 
his theory by simple yet sure stages, finding, in spite of the mortality 
of beauty, something permanent in it. This led him to discover the 
''"pr~nci ple of beauty in al~ things. tr From his fixm belief tba t beauty 
was as ~cefisary to all living things as wa~ truth, he identified beauty 
with tm th, ;in this a_ense. 
Keats is known as a grea"j:l lover of Greek mythology aDO. he_ ttcon.., 
l 
cei ved. of the C}re,ek spirit as the principle of beauty i,n all things. n 
Pe~h,aps it was i_nevita,ble, though it may- have been consciously worked 
out, but his: very dev~lopment seelllS to have followed the Greek idea of 
growth towards Ide~l Beauty s1:1,ch as Plat~D. states in his Sympasium: 
• tt 'And the true order af going •• ._ is to begin from 
the beauties o:r earth and mount upwards :for the sake of that other 
be~uty, using these atepl3 only, and from one going on to two, and, 
from t,wo to all fair forms, and from fair fonns to fair prac-
. tices, ana from fair pra.cti ces to fair notions, until f:rom ;Ca.ir 
notion8 he arrives at the notion of a,bso],ute beauty, and at laS;t 
l 
C:J,aude L. Finney, The, Evolution of Keats• Poetry, P• 291. 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
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knows what the e~sence of beauty is. This, my dear Socrates,' 
said the stranger of Mantineia, 'is that life above all others 
which man should live? in the contemplation of peauty absolute 
Remember how in tha. t communion only, beholding beauty with the 
eye of the mind, he will ee enabled to bring forth, not images 
of beauty, but realities (fer he has hold not of ~image but of 
a reality}, and bringing :forth and nou~ish.ing true virtue to 
become the friend of God and be immortal, if mortal man m13-y.' u2 
I~ STATEME'NT OF PURPOSE 
It is the purpose of. this thesis to trace the sensuous element 
in Keats' poetry and to show that through his sensuousness and response 
to physical beauty he developed his principle of Ideal Beauty and Truth. 
II. DIFFICULTY OF AOOO:MPLISHME:NT 
In following Keats' poetry we realize the difficulty of separa-
ting or classifying his poems aecordine; to ;phy~ical sensations ~;J.nd a 
more intellectual ideaL The reasons for thi:;~ are two. First: it is 
not always possible cleai·ly to understand the poet's personal meaning 
of sensation and beauty. No two people have exactly the same emotional 
response to a,. given experience and even the experience itself will 
di:ffer according to the individual's emotional ca.paci ty, and in spite 
o:f words it may be impossible to bring to the mind o:r one person the 
significance of wha~ a. thing means to another. 
In the second place we find that all through Keats' work he 
continues the use of physical sensationst Even in some o:f hi§ later 
Plato, Symposium, Iowett's translation, Vol. I., pp. ~l-2. 
2 
3 
pqet.ry we find 13. rieh endowment of se~uousness, just as in some of 
tne earlier· work there a,re gJ,;t;nw!?es of his ideal beauty. Because of 
this it is difficult. to separate his poems into distinct classes. For 
greater appreciation it seems advisable to consider the poems in chrono-
19gieal order, a~t4ough this qrder will differ somewhat from that in 
whieh they were first published. 
.·.}'!~ 
BEAUTY 
I. Pf!YSIC.AL APPEAL OF BEA:J]TY .AND ITS VALUEl 
Even Keats' {tmighty 1:!-bstract Idea of' B:eautytt had its "foundations 
.i,n concrete physical things in. which he perceived the association and 
tie between the sens.uous world and the imaginative rel:!.lity of art. 
Things, to him, were of utmost importance. Every object of which Keats 
wrote contained beauty. ae has assured us that he loved the principle 
of beauty in all things. From the concreteness of things he created 
his ideal images, imbuing them with the permanent. beauty that was part 
of' the principle in all. This p:rinciple of beauty became so vii;al to 
him, that he saw it identical with truth. Keats realized by steps the 
difference in peauty as s,en.sation to beauty as truth, yet even his 
abstractions came frOIJ;l. concrete im~es. 
Beauty must have the power to stimulate the senses effectively, 
but must be in represented ideas to which we, as human beings, can make 
nonnal responses. We are all so constructed that our sense orga,ns 
respond, i;.o what i~ physically present in our world. Ou,r physical 
responses do not vary a great deal, because sense mechaniSl!l ope:rates in 
the same way for normal people. Emotional responses to experience!'l may 
vary in their intensity and cqnplexi ty ~ de_p ending upon our knowledge. 
5 
Knowledge heightens our interest in. things and is increased by experience 
Bec{;l.-q.se we perceive things in. the :physical world through our sense 
organs, a, beautiful thing can give -satis:fa.ction, or at least pleasu,re EIJ.:.d 
gratification to the senses, in the act of' pe~ception. We ~ve to f'e~l 
ill. some definite way about everytAing in the world with which we come 
in conil,&et. Feeling or emotio~l effect is th~ only important thing in 
lii"e. 
If' a, ~ng is good it ha.s the pqwer to affect our consciousness 
for the better, a.ni t.o that parti cula:r thing we assign value. A beauti ... 
ful thing ~ediately produces a tranBfor.mation of feeling into a better 
s.tate~ Its degree of' value rests wholly in human. feE:l].ing and the ability 
to produce tba,t. change. Poetry, as a, ihing of beauty, affects us in 
just this ~y. nThe value of a poem is in proportion to the largenes;=:~ 
of the mood that it is capable of creating in the properly sensitive 
3 
recipient .• Jt 
II. E::E!TS' P.ERCEPTION OF BEA,UTY 
In regard to Keats' perception of beauty, it was :found :first 
that he approached bea,uty 11 by absorbing sense impressions of natural 
4 
surJ:"oundings and building a,. theory of beauty thereon. tt I;J;e frund 
3 
Iohn Neih~dii, Poetic "!(al,ues, P• U.6. 
4 
S.olomon F. GingeDich, The conception o;f Beauty in the Works of 
$halley s. Keats, a,nd Poe, p. 17'7. ·. 
..a 
·~ 
6 
beauty as a part o~ creation itself. It is maintained by Sidney Colvin 
that Keats could think only in images, and alin.ost invariably in images 
o~ life and action. 
It was ne:x:t ~ound that from his power to absorb sense impressio~ 
he wa~ able to :recreate them. in il1'18.ges ~or us. One cannot know J"ohn 
Keats wi th.oat ·discovering that hi15 poetry contains all the images of 
physical sensations: taste, touch, sound, smell, sight, &nd according 
to Claude Finney, who says that Keats' sensory system was evenly develope , 
it is "rich in line, color, light and shade • • • also • • • temperature 
and pressure, ••• and in images ot the organic sensations, such as 
~ 
hunger and thirst, the most elementary but the most powertul of sensa-
tiona ••• His poetry, heavy with imagery, and slow of movement, clings 
5 
to the rich earth of human experience. n 
Th,orpe, also, in writing of Keats' ability says: ttTo Keats, the 
secret of the ability to penetrate into the very borderland of being, 
which is the poet's ~ield, is to know life and the world about us to 
6 
the depths, an.d especially to have entered into its pain.u-
The third element in Keats' perception of beauty was that he 
did not loo~ for beauty in unusual or far places or in special objects. 
He ~OQnd it everywhere, in every object, large or small, common or 
u:n.coil)Iilon, and in i;ales tP,at he had read. Everything to him contained, 
5 
Claude L. Finney, The Evolution of Keats' Poetr~> :p. 154. 
6 Thorpe; G. ·D. , The Mind of John Kea~s, p. 157. 
so~ beauty, and the p~inciple or this beauty became truth• 
That Keats' sens.es were highly developed is undisputed among 
~cho+ars and cxities. F; M. Owen~ in her study of J"ohn Keats, writes: 
tiThe perfection or his senses, the luxuriance of his imagi.:.. 
nation, the strength of his :frienqships, the warmth of his 
~tections, and the depth of hi~ p~ssions, are sufficient 
wanant to us for believing that the meilo.dy and creative beauty 
so much asf!o.ciatea·,m_th him are a partial expression ot' his 
general power, E:l.nd tba:li. we are caning only Qy slow degrees to 
know the worth or his legacy of verse and the greatness of the 
elements which it contains.tt7 
The reactions of Keats to the beauties that he found became so rich and 
varied and convincing that they show over and over again the alertnes§ 
of his physical sense organs• and the important role they play in aiding 
the poet in his ability to render into intelligible foDn the beauty 
the.y suggest. This is even found in his l~tters according to Finney~ 
"Keats's letters, as well as his poetry, abound in illus-
trations ot the delicacy and intensity of his intimately physical 
s~sations, especially sen&ation& of taste • •• This supremely 
~ensuous temperament made Keats preeminently the master of 
S!ensuous poetry. tt8 
Keats has been criticized :foJ; his indulgence in sensuqusness, 
bu~ the critics forget that the sense perceptions are the only paths 
of learning and experience; and Keats' very indulgence gives us pleasure 
and gives him a vast ~ount of material from which to tran~ute his 
reactions and emotions into abstract ideas of rea~ity, the translation 
of which is the highest form of a,rt. 
7 
F. M. owen, J'ohn Keats, p. 3. 
8 
Finney, op. cit., p. 548. 
? 
8 
Abstract forms, unless coming from reality, are me~ingless. 
The more human a person is, the more keenly aware he its of .. :b.l].ings ; g.Qing 
on around him., a,nd the more fully will he respond to sense im:prE;lssions. 
There are certain characteristics present in all objects of beauty, 
the hidden forces fran which reaction emana.tes. These forces are con-
stant and give an. objective character which ia found in all :phases or 
b.ranchE:ls of art. If the senses are sharply awake and operative, the 
rea.ctions will be more acute and varied, and the resultant forms of 
bea,uty more iQ,eal a.ncl lasting in the hands of a true a,rtist who knows 
that the deepest and grea.test satisfaction canes from that mich has, 
a spiritual val~. 
JL conte:mpo::rary critic of Keats, Takeshi Sa,i to, of t.he Imperial 
University of Tokfo, considers that Keats was a great lover of thE:~ 
ha,ndi work of beauty and an iQ.ealist seeking after truth. The ,following 
can be taken as Keat.s' oWn. s.elf-expression: 
"O wba.t a wild an:..d harmonized tune 
~ .spirit struck f':rol!l a,ll the bea,uti ~1. "~ 
Then Sa,i to goes on. "fjo sey that Kea.ts' min<t 
tt ••• is open to all he feels, ~d so he is ~ poet whose art 
could. make e.ve.ry physical sense beautiful. No-t only does he ex-
press. sen139.tiollf! of sound, color. motion, smell; ta.ate, touch, but 
one type of sense i~ quuified by worda which are origi~lly useq . 
to ~:xpress or imply another type of senS!e, tar eJt;ample·, 'smoothe::>t j 
~ilence, • ~wondering sounds,' 'cooli:l.ess to the. eye• ••• iO 
1 
9 
10 
Take shi Saito, Keats.' ifi ew of Po etry't :p. 57. 
11No1ihing of beauty seemed to escape this keen observer of 
nat~e and life, 8.5 can be seen in his catalogues of things ~e 
liked [letters. to sister] n ! •• (f;l,lld then Se,i to inc].udes whe,t 
Haydon paid of Ke~ts) ~e was in his glory in the fields. The 
humming of a be~, the sight of a flower, the glitter of the sun, 
s.eem.ed to make his mture tremble. His eyes flashed, his cheek 
gl,owed and his mouth quivered. nll 
9 
nsensuous delight in nature and roma,nce which he calls 'luxury' 
is to him ••• one of the aspects of 'the clear religion of 
heaven, 11 i.e. the fellowship with the spirit of es&ential Beauty 
e.nd Tl'Q.th. To enjoy such 'lu:xurie s' is to 13tep 'into a sort of 
onenes?' thai; is, into the fellowship with essential B:eauty. TT12 
And this ia exa,c,tly what true art should do--provide for a conaciou~ness 
which ca,n. reach out ancl is so complete in itself that we sense a onene$s 
and a wholeness which is no.t part of the actual world. Then. we have that 
which exists. in ~ special way so that the world o:f reality appears to us 
a13 an illusion, and we are not aware of its elements. It brings ua a 
vision of ~etuality and is isolated in a world which demands realism. 
The inseparableness of illusion and true art is confirmed by 
Wordsworth. He BE;J,y s: 
"" 'The appropriate business of poetry, her a,.ppropriate employ-
ment, her privilege and her duty, is to treat of things not as 
they are, but as they appear: n,0t as they exist in, themselves, but 
a,s they ~>eem to exist to the_senses and to the passions.' n13 
n A. thing of beauty is a joy for ever; 
.. Its loveliness increases; it will never 
Pass into nothingness; but still will. kee.p 
A. bowe+ q_uiet fo.r us, and a sleep 
FUll of sweet dreams, and health, m.d q_uiet p.reathing.H·l4 
11Ibid, P• 69 .• 
· 
12
:tbid, p. '15.. 
1.3· 
'·E. F. Carri tt, What ia Beauty, p. '71. 
14 ... 
Endymion. 
.[ 
10 
W.h,en Keats wrote tha,t, he was ~:~tai;i:ng l:l.is di;:JGovery that in spite of the 
mutability of baa11ty and. i;he changes continually going on in the world, 
~here exists a principle in art that never changes. Therefore, there 
m'Q.~t "Qe something in beauty that .is forever permanent; time and. space 
do not exist, aa we know them; because of this principle we can li:ft 
ouraelves from the incanpleteness and. f~stration of this world into the 
q_uiet "bower"" where we can live for the time a rich l~t'e 1 awake to the 
reality o:r our qreams~ Here only, we can breathe quietly that :r;are 
a.tmospb,ere of abiding beauty and. stability. Here we are ~Secure, and 
having experienced thif'! oneness, and assu:ran.ce or the p e:r:m,an.ency of be1,3.ut 
ttSpi te of despond.~ ce, of the inhuman dearth 
Of noble natures, ••• 
yes, in spite of all; 
Some shape of beauty moves a,way the pall 
Jfrom our dark sp:ir its •. tr-15 
We ~:~hall. never again be Ylh,olly desolate, but shall :find. completeness a:td 
ult ima.te truths in beauty, 
~Nor do we merely feel these essences 
.For one short hour; 
'· ., . . . ~ 
They always mus.t be with us, or we die~n·lt> 
Keatf'! knew the preciousness of thingf! and he presents the images 
of them to us in such a way that we feel ~em as permanent and beauti-
ful verities. He knew, as the Greek sculptor MYron knew, the moment 
in time to peJ:lletuate, and. he knew how to give meaning beyond meaning 
in hilS warks, making their appeal more powerful a:oui their il:nm,ortali ty 
),.5 
Endymion, Stanza L 
16Ioi d, Stanza 2. 
secure. For u~, iii is noi; always necess.ary tbB.t we know the depths 
of these ~eaning~ 1 but it is neces~ary that we ~eel than. 
Sidney <Jolvin says of Keats' poetic growth: 
11With Keat~, as time went on, delighted sensation became 
more. and. more surely and instantaneously transmuted and 
spiritualized into imaginative emotion; his words and cadences 
came every day from deeper sources within b.im a:nd mope fully 
charged with. the power of' far-reaching and sym'bolic sugg;estion. ttl? 
l'l 
Sidney Colvin, John Kea;~s, p. p2. 
ORA.PTER III 
IN;H'LUEJ.IfCES IN LIFE OF KEATS ON ·HIS POETRY 
Ke.a.ts.' .mother was a wo.man o~ vivacious and ;pasf!ionate natur~~ 
She was especially atta~ed. to her son J"ohn and understood his tempera:-
men.t and his sen&itiveness~ J"ohn, in turn loved l+is mother dearly, an,d 
resembled her in his love :for the luxuriant a.n.d sensuous things o:r l:i.:t'e. 
Although he inherited, his sensuousness from her, his tr.E!nd was towa,rd 
the more beauti:t'ul things in li:fe, and being gi:fted, with the spirit an.d 
i~ight o:r genius he was able to transcend the mere physical sensations 
arn.d f'i nd the way to a higher plane fl,nd an abiding principle of beauty. 
He comb.in,ed her pa,ssion,. for sensation with his :i,magination and creati·ve 
1 
power. Thus it ia that one biographer, at least, shows his inheritance. 
This mother who understood her son so well, died when J"ohn was :t'i:fteen 
yea.:rs o],d, and her death had a very deep ei':t'ect on J"ohn personally, .an.d 
o.n hif! li:t'e materially~ 
As a child, .Tohn Keats had a rich association with the out-door 
world, He delighted then; even more· than his play-:fellows, in the 
l 
A.my Lowell, J"ohn ~eats, p. 13• 
beauty of nature. Re loved animals, birds, flowers, arrl, the little 
brooks in which he could fish. Re loved the fields where he could 
revel, in the color of the flower;s or ~e!'! the wind waving the grasses. 
While ail school his classn.ate~ noticed that .Iohn would often wander 
13 
off by himself into the woods or fields, or lie by the side of a l;!tream 
al,one with his tb.oughts. Ris intimacy with nature had a depth to it. 
compars.bJ,.e only to that of Shakespeare. 
At the school in En:field, which Kaa;~s attended as a small boy 
he wa.s fortunate in h{l.Ving :for a friend the son of his ;s:choolmaster. 
A verY.c~ose and la.sting friendship grew up between Keats and Charles 
CowQ.en Cla.rke~ These two began to read books. together, and Kea,ts found 
opening for him a new avenue into adventure, imagination; and char.m. 
Cla.rk;e a,wa.kened, in Keats a, love for books and atimula,ted his imagination 
and his. delight in poetry. Re did even more. Gaming at just the time 
it did, thel'!e new int.eres.ts helped Keats over the adjustment necessary 
at the time of his mother's death. 
About a. year a.fter his great loss, Keats was taken out o:f school 
by his guardian, Mr. Abbey, and apprenticed to a surgeon. Here was a 
youth, under sixteen, sensitive to. the more ael:!thetic thing13 in l:l,fe, 
forced, to gi.ve u;p his schooling, his compa,nions, and his freedom to pur-
sue his beloved books, and compelled to spend his time among the odors 
and sights. of medicine and sickness, because of a decision imposed by 
an un1:1:ympathetic gu!ll'dian. To one possessing less deter.mination and 
less desire to explore the realms of the imagination, such an ocQupation 
rtould have di~coura,ged all thoughts o:f the world of fancy and images of 
loveliness. He had heard the far Cr'f of beauty and his feet would ~traY: 
in search of her. It was not so much because of his w;~:rk, but in spite 
of it, that he continued his reading with his friend; Clarke, and even 
tried his hand at verse making. 
Qla.rke's ne~t contribution to Keats' enlightenment was to intro-
duce him to Spenser, and Keats' delight knew no bounds. From the 
Faerie gueene Keats received, as it were, a release from the binding 
chains of his apprenticeship, and wrote his first poetry. 
We must consider all that had happened to the young K.ea.ts:-
he had lost his parents; he had been taken from school and apprenticed 
to a. surgeon; he had pitifully few friends to help or encourage him; 
he had but little opportunity to learn the art of poetry. or to discus~ 
and exchange idel;ts o:p. the arts wit:tt intellectual. associates; then he 
waa thrust into an atmosphere enveloping him in medicine, hospital 
routine, a,nd the depression of illness. Is it cause for criticism that 
Keats wrote at first with an unsure foundation of the sense of beauty. 
that we find his lines full of the only kind of' feeling tha.t he knew--
the sureness of the physical. senses? 
CHAPTER IV 
USE .. OF PHXSIC.LU. SENSATIONS IN EARLY POEMS 
In 181? th~ young lllEllf had wo:p; suf:fici ent approval from. his 
friends t and especially from Leigh. Rtmt, to be persuaded to have a. 
vol~e of poems printed. They were selected P¥ ~self, and many of 
his first attf:)mpt.~ w~re omitted. In order to follow Keats' develop-
ment we $hall atte~t to take his poems in chronological order, remem-
pering tha. t in all his poems we find a continUatio11 of the use of the 
(sensuous) physical sens~s; but we shall 13ee that he refines t]lem and 
comes. to a broa,de:r and deeper meaning and a fuller ;-ea.lization of bea11ty 
through, them. 
Amy Lowell is recognized as having ma.de an exhausti;ye study of 
Keats' life ~md poetry, and while some readers may not be in sympathy 
with all her criticisms, it is. safe to assume that her work on, the 
chronological order Of Keats' poems is as accurate as. any of his biogrs;tph-
ers and one that we may trust. 
I. IMIT.A.lf'J:ON OF S;I:'ENSER 
lis far as is now known, Imitation of Spenser was Keats' first 
poem to be seen by other eyes than his own~ It was written after his 
friend, Glbarles Cowden GJ.arke, had. introduced him to the enchantment 
of Spel:).ser' s Faerie Queena. Eo;- the first time Keats realized his 
latent power and :felt growing within him the love or poetry that must 
rind. i tJS realization in his own creative ability. 
This poem is Keats' first attempt at picture drawing~ and we see 
here that he neve~ loses the appeal of things that attract his eye, the 
stimulation or the senses through vision, which is the first and most 
important avenue of the phy&ical se~es. The merits or this poem do 
not lie in its thought content but solely in a youth's first attempt 
to put into words his keen s.enauous ple~sure in delightful imagery. 
In the poem, Morning is personified and we see her advancing from 
the east, lighting with "'amber :flamett a "verdant hilln over which 
she passes. Qol,or is the rirst .sensation we feel and it changes 
from a glowing brilliancy into the softness of silver as the light 
of morning brightens and reaches the flowing water of a 13tream usil-
vering the untainted gushes of its rill. tt· The picture gradually in-
creases until there is rorm.ed a little lake surrounded by "bowers" 
made rrom the interlacing of the trees, reflecting a clear sky in its 
center. 
In the second stanza we are drawn by the vision to see as well 
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as to reel color, and now it is varied and bright in the plumage of the 
~ing-:fisher. Ris col,or 113 intensified by being compared with the bril,l-
ia.ncy o~ th~ i'i:ili in the water. Variety and intensity of' color and 
brightness. are of the f'Undamental elements that increase human interest 
in an object and make it more attractive to the sens.es. In the sap1e 
stanza a piQture o:t·a .~majestically moving over the water :makes a 
pattern of Ugh t and ~ada, or actual white contras,ted with and set off' 
=====fl====-=-=-==-==-=·-=-------=--==-=--===-=--===-=--=-=========-=-=-=-=!l=:-=-:=-=·-=-=-=-· 
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py black. Then the lovely description_of the i&land comes a~ a fragment 
ot real poetry, a jewel in color and imagez nrt seemed an emerald in 
the silver sheen ot the bright waters . . n . . ~ 
The la~t stanza conveys gentle motion in a setting of more 
quiet color, yet it appeals to the eye also with its deseripti~e words: 
nslopings of verdure through the glossy tide"~ and also n ••• the 
ruddy tears • • • Which fell pl'Qfusely from the rose-tree stem. n 
This, then, the first recorded poem of J"ohn Keats, reflects no~ 
only Spenser's influence, but serv~s. as an outlet for Keats' reactions 
to the physical appe~ i~ natu~e. .We know that he was especially ob-
servant of the natural world and responsive to its ~hading and colo+, 
and we know also that this is one of the elements of beauty. Keats 
was aware of the power of natural beauty fro~ intimate association, with 
it coupled with his own &ensitivity, and he wrote, if hesitantly, of 
things with which he was mo&t fami:)..iar. He was feeling beauty through 
material and natural objects. 
II. TO BYRON 
In this sonnet we find sound and sight are both employed to 
suggest beauty and to produce images in the reader's mind, and that 
beauty is intensifieq by an accompanying sense of ~orrow. The tlplain-
ti ve lute'" of Pity is; heard re-echoing in BYJ:'on' s sad melody--sad, yet 
., 
deligh.t;t'Ul, with a surl;'ounding brightness. A. pic.ture of the moon on ~ 
cloudy night is. well dra,wn and we can see. the golden light ot the 
moon "being veiled by the darkness or the cloud, Just as sorrow :partly 
• 
\ 
-~---~~ 
hides and colors the brightness of life but does not wholly obliterate 
it. Always there will be gleams of light to relieve the blackness • 
Keats' description of cloudiness in the lines 
nThrough the dark robe oft amber rays prevail, 
And like fair veins in sable marble flown 
is a visionary appeal and again full of color ail.cd light and shade. The 
sonn,et opens and closes wi. th allusion to sound tinged with f!,adness. 
III. ODE TO. APOLLO 
----· 
This ode appeals to the sight ~hrough brightness. and ~arkle of 
colo;p:: "'halls of gol,d» • ~ • "'chords are solid rays and twinkle radiani; 
fires~n Sound is. heard in the »twa:ilging ha.rp of war,n tttrum.pets sound 
afa;:r,tl' tt·aweet majestic tone of Maro'~:~ lyre,"' ttlofty strain,u- »Milton's 
tuneful thunders,"' "A silver trumpet Spenser blows•"' 
"A hymn in praise of spotless Chasti ty1t is next heard, and then 
the ttWild, warblings from the Aeoli~ lyre .... trembling],y expire.n 
'~ • • • Tasso's a.rdent numbers 
.Float along the pleased air; 
T.hen o'er the strings his fingers gently move, 
~d melt the soul to pity and to love.tr. 
Apollo's songs are the fai;rest, are born in heaven; and we on earth 
listen• 
IV. WOMAN! WEEN I BEHOLD THEE 
This is written 8$ a sequence of three sonnets. It is a youthful 
.def;>cription of woman, and Keats' sensuousness is. confined mostly to the 
¥isual senses. In the second sonnet, especially, there is a physical 
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~.ccount or- the charms that appeal to him. then as a youth; It is evident 
f;om the imm.atuxity of this poem that Kea;bs is groping and learning 
technically~ Ris 'beg~nning& and growth of real beauty and it.s ultimate 
v~lue and permanence c..a:ne to him through his observation and sensitive-
nesf! to physical fonn and its reaction on the senses; 
Keats tells U$ here, just as does the study of aesthetics, that 
the senses; through. the eye first, are attracted and ltda.zz-ledtt, and 
next th.at the ear is awakened to sound. He does not carry this farther; 
neither does he elaborate on the fact ih~t ~ough the visible form and 
its loveliness the imagination is awakened &nd a,n illusionary image 
conti:p,ues, produced from the effe.ot o'f the visual reality. The ima.ge 
th~t a ~ing of reality creates in the mind represents that thing, and 
:i. t is. part of a work of ~t to bring these im~ges to our mind from, 
contact with a.otu~ity. 
To. Some La.dies is another very youthful poem. Although it was 
printed in Poems, 181.7, even Keats must have known its ama.ll value by 
the very meter in which. it: il!t written~ In it we find such extravagant 
phrases as. the ttwild la9yrinth s.trollingtt for a walk take.:Q. by these 
sazne l.ad.ies, and see them breathlessly listening to nthe nightingale'S! 
tender condoling ~tt in ttthe moon-beamy air.n 
In the fifth stanz-a his love of color flashes in the che~b,t s 
"pinion::! of silver, 11 and a delicate touch of im~ina ti on l'l:nd beauty is 
in na gem :from.. the fret.,.,work of heaven. 't 
I 
I 
~0 
Immat~e it is, and certainly written in a fUn-making mood, b~t 
K~ats c~not hi4e his love of the ~ttractiveness of objects and his 
fondness, ror deacri bing them with visual appeal, so he speaks of the 
nbright gol,den ~ds of the ocea,ntt and nthe emerald waves. 11 
VI. _ON_·. EECEIV:r:NG. A ~CUR~I;;.;;.O...;.;iUS.;;;...· S.HELL 
In Poems., 1817, is ano iher example m:i tten i~ the same vein and. 
on, the same subject~ Keats goes even :farther in hi$ delight in color-
ful de.s.criptions. and images. With this is co:m_bined his knowledge of 
fa,iry-lore, especially of Oberon and Titania; We can fiee the color o:r 
the "humm.i,ng-b:i,:r:{Ps green, diadem"' fllut·tering in "sun: .. b,ea,ms that shine 
through a fountain. tt From color we pl'Ocee.d to sound .m.d music from 
King Ob.erou' s "'s.oft l'dghing lute"' to which even the nightin~ale, spell-
bound, liC~tens~ According to Keats• this music will live on and ever 
tell its story and ever soo:tb:e the spirit of him who li!'!tens. -S:o it 
is with those things which have the power to bri~ to our minds the 
memory of loveline13s that. never die;:;. 
'l:[I. SONNET TO SOLITODE 
Keats was beginning to feel the loneliness. and dre~iness of his 
work 8Jld sur:rqundings in his. daily routine of visiting the sick in the 
city, n·among the j~bled heap of murky buildings. tr He longs for open 
spaces.. again with h~s great comforte~ a~ teache~-~Na~ure. 
In spite ot his homesickness for the country, with its "flowery 
§lopes, its river's cryst~l swell, ••• 'Mongst boughs pavillion'd, 
where tlle deer's swift leap Startles the wild bee from the fox-glove 
bell, tt 1\;eats realizes that he has m.is13ed. hum.~ companionship and the 
chance to hold "flweet conversen with a kindred ~irit. 
The descript~ons ot the city and country are cle~ pictures o! 
opposites. How easily he shows us the city in a few words. '1iature' s 
observatory" ~alls for mora detailed terms and he adds :rhythmic motion 
to the image • 
In the line, "Whose words are images of thought :re!in'd," Keats 
goes far beyond his usual habit of depicting what appeals d,irectly to 
the senses. Here he knows that im&ges of thing?. brought to the mind by 
:refined thoughts are more ~al ai!.d beautiful than actuality. This, 1;!.6 
was pointed out i~ the beginuing, is the privilege and duty of poetry--
1 
to "t:;-eat of things. • • • as they seem to exist to the sen.aes. tt Keats 
is advancing, anq this poem shows that not all of his ea+lY poetry is 
sensuous or of purely physical appeal. 
A section of the 1817 volume of poetry contains several ePistles 
which Keats wrote to his friends and brother. The first one is written 
to George Felton Mathew. It is a continuation in thought of the sonnet 
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E. F. Carritt, What is Beauty, P• ?L 
"Sqlitude"', but is di;L'ected to a s.pecific person. Keats longs fo+ 
ccmm.union with a brother poet a,nd thinks he would find it with Georg~ 
Felton NIB, thew. He is finding more th!=l.n fo:r.m.erly the oppre13sion on his 
spirit of the ttdark ei ty"', romd he p~gins to douP.i! whether he will. ever 
ha,v~ time, from his duties to find. the plea13.ures of poetry and nature. 
In llis despair, and longing to wrive, Keats feels that the muse will 
not come to him in his present ~tmosphere; which is a "'contradie;tion.rr 
to the surrounding a, where he has been in the babi t of' meeti~ hel;'. 
It i$. a lalll!3nt from a soul that is s,tarving for beauty and. creative 
outlet. 
In thei 'l'lX'iting o"f the Epistle Keats again use::! ima,ginative. words 
anq d.escriptive sensations.. Al-though we "!inCl. :full-flowerill8' phrase& 
~d delight in Qea,aty as sensation, this po~ is better written than 
his pl?evious. ones. K:eats' love of mythology is apparent, but he shows 
~s, tha,t, to him, tl:l,e very thoughts conjured. from l;l.ncient mythology 
are int;rinsica,lly a,ssoci,a~eO, with nat\U'e. He speaks of' breaking day 
as "flush• a. A.urora, in the roa.ea,te da;'l'ning."' 
A very fine description of the evaporation of the Clew in the 
early morning is given in the lines: 
. "'The dew by :fairy feet swept from the green, 
After a night of ~me 9.,uaint jubilee 
Which everY el"f &Pd fa,y had come to see: 
When bright procession& took tl:l,eir a,iry marc}+ 
Renea.th the curved m,oan' s triumphal a,rQh. rr 
Keats' references to the moon are many; and in the above quota-
tion, he draws a. d.elicate line ... picture. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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In this same ~tanza (second) Keats b,as. appe~:~.led to the, eye il!. 
choosing words of col,or, light, and motion. Re give~ a feeling of 
motion il!. the fifth l~ne especially: 
. tt tMong the light skilDilling gond.olaa far :parted. n· 
Sound fills the third a:)ld. fourth lines: 
~ain would I echo back each pl~asant note 
.As oter Sicilian sea,s, clear anthems i'loat."' 
In the third stanza his ''flowery spot" is resplendent w1 th clus-. 
t,era ot bloom, aDd the glory of their co).or. One can e.lmost smell their 
fragr~ce. vhen Keats writes: 
"Where the dark-lea.v' d laburnum• s. drooping clusters, 
_Reflect l;l:.thwart the stre~ their ye).l.ow lustr.es, 
And. int.ertwined the cassia} s. ~;~,rms unite, · 
With its own drooping buds~ but very white.tt 
Here the ttnightinga.les. ll&.ve always sung, tt and here too 
'lWoul.d he to find where violet buds were nestling, 
And where the bee with cowslip bells ~s wrestling. n 
The~e visual and olfactory cbarms are mingle~ with auditory sensations 
and e:ohan.ced by motion. 
In the fom?th ~tan~a Keats asks Mathew's aid in finding a place 
where he can meet. the m'Q.ae and have co~tact with a; mind that cam bring 
plose:; the immortal sp.iri ts o'f their :peers. K.eats closes the epistle 
with a reference to another myth in which he tells of the metamorphosis 
o'f his. friend Mathew; emphasizing his idea of the closeness o'f mythology 
t.o n.a ture. It is written with the same fa,cul ty for _making the reader 
see color, motion and sensuous bea'Q,ty. 
Although. this so®-et we,s not :publisheQ. in Poems, 181?, it i~ 
vp:itteD, i.n a su.p~ior e,nd more dignified vein than some of the poems tb,at 
were includ~d. It was c~:posed after receiving one of J"ames Tassie' a 
n·ge:ms"' as. e, gift. This was a paste reprodu~tion of an antique cameo. 
Tll.e sonnet. CJ,eals more with action and emotion than with the efferveacen9e 
o:f sensuousness; yet Keats includes such phrases aS, "the fringes of youJ; 
eyel:i,ds wh.ite.,n· and ttu:p bubbles all his amorous breath. 11 The last :part 
of the sonnet give.a ~ vivid :pie.ture through the ime,gination of an 
a,ct~lity. It reads: 
"0 horrid dreapt! see how his. body dips 
Dead-he~vy; a~ and shoulders gleam awhile: 
He' s gone:: u:p bUb;b.le s all. his amorous brea ~ pt 
Sidney Colvin especially pra,ises these lines. He sa,ys; »The la!'l,t three. 
lines ar.e ~ e.~~le, hardly to be bettered, of condensed expression 
a,nd of imagination kindli~ into instantaneous 1iragic vitality, a, cold 
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and meagre. :i.ma,ge :presented to the eye."' 
x. •. HOW MANY B.AliDS GILD 'lEE LA:OOES OF TIMI!l 
-~ ' ---------· -·-
This is Keats' a,clqlowledgement of debt to other. :poeta, and an. 
indic.ation of the trend o:r his reading. Our ears catch the delighti'ul 
sounds that. fill the evening in 
11The songs of birds--the whisp'ring of the lea,ves--
T:h.e voice of waters--the grea.t bell that heaVE!S 
VUtb, solemn sound."' 
:::is.idne~ Colvin, ~Keats, p. ~2. 
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Though these sounds may be confused, they do not disturb Keats; instead 
~hey "make pleaa.ing music.~ So it is with his reading of the poets, 
although their bea,uties throng his mind, they serve only to give him 
:pleai3.Ure. This comparison, thi~ illusionary :p~esentation of the sounds 
of the poet~'!' m'\l!':li c is made more forceful by the actual auditory sounds 
of the moment. He has fus.ed the past with the :present and the imaginary 
with the real. 
XI. aPECIMEN OJ!' g INDUCTION !Q. .A.~ 
These l,ines w.ere written a:f;ter Leigh Huntt s Rimini. Keats 
w:a,nted to follow in his foots.te:p s and write a. tale of chivalry. He 
writes line after line, but does not come to the story and the poem 
is abandoned, only to appear in his publication of Po~s, 1817, as a 
Specimen of ~ Induction to ~ ~· 
His determination to write a story is reiterated three times, 
~t all we have are pictures that he sees; Later he begins his story 
in another poem~ The pictures he gives us are images that float in 
his mind's eye from reading tf;tles of chivalry. 
The first picture is of white plumes n1leiiiding in a thous.ap.d 
graceful wayan· from the ttplayful mood 11 of a mountain oreeze. This is 
a visual sensation with implications in the image of what the white 
plumes stood fo~ as. worn by a knight. 
His ne:JJ;;t im,a,ge is tJ;tat of a knight t s lan,ce which he sees aJ:l 
,, 
clearly as though it were :real. In spite of the lack of inspiration 
======~============================---=-·=-=--=--~=============*====== 
to write a, story, Keats has achieved something in the way of art by 
his ability to translate, through the power of his ii:Dagination and 
qepcription, a mental picture into a visual one. Amy Lowell has high 
pra.ise for this abi~ity shown in Keats' lines: 
"La! I must tell a tale of chi v~ry; 
.Foi: 'lih.ile I muse~ th~ ],a, nee points :;!lantingly 
Athwart the morning air. rt• 
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Sh,e .sey s of thelll,: "This is as vivid and reticent as a .Japanese print. We 
have the exact atmopphere: the faint blue of the sky; the fresh, rather 
damp air; the silver, not the golden, sun. It is admirable, done with 
3 
the greatest economy of means.n She goes on to say: ttQnly less slightly 
good is this, ot the J,a,nce.n: 
ttsom,etimep, when the good, Knight his rest would take, 
.It is reflected, clearly,. in a lake, 
With the young ashen oou,ghs, 'ga,i~st which it rests, 
~d th' ha,lf seen messiness of li~ets' nests.n 
When K'eats depcribes the l,ady on the battlement, in spite of her 
uselesaness and his inadequ13,cy a,:od lack of delicacy, we at least have a, 
s.ense of feeling in temper{tture and know how cold she was. It is surely 
not good poetry an.d. not uplifting, but it is Keats' early ati!empt undel' 
the too alluring influence of Hunt. 
There is more description through the sense of sight and. sound 
and motion, and. again a,n image fl.ashes across Keats' eyes of a ~ounted, 
knight reining in his ste17d, a.nd the tale il:} yet to be told. In the last 
3 
.Amy Lowe],l, J'ohn Keat_s, p. 124. 
~Ibid.; p. 124. 
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s.tanza Kea,t~ calls on Spenser• s spirit to l:d,d him. Hunt is to be a,n 
itennediary and will intercede for him. The poem comel:1 to rather e,n 
.a.brupt end here~ 
Keats, during his first poetic years., was a great admirer of 
Leigh Runt and his writings. Clarke had lent Keats. copies of the 
EXaminer, the paper published. by Runt. 'l'he intluence of Hunt on Keats 
is seen ;i.n much of his early work. When Hunt's ·poem Rimini was pub-
lisb.ed it ba..d the effect of inducing Keats to try his ability at writing 
a "tale of chivalrytt. Oali dore and the Induction to a Poem were the =;.;.;.....;;..;..;.;.=;;;:.~-- -.-. 
results of this a&ni+ation. 
Realizing t4at he had not told his tale in. ~he Induction, Keats 
a,t~~pts it a,gain in Oalidore, but it is never finished. The first 
stanza opens with young Oal;i.dore paddling over a lake, his 
n ••• spirit eager and awake 
. To feel the 'beauty of a silent eve. 1l' 
This is exactly what ;r£eats himself would do on a quiet lonely evelli11g 
while 
"The light d,welt o'er the scene so lingeringly."· 
In the next line two 13eparate sensations are felt-. te:mperatur~ 
and sight. These are both used to describe the sky; ''He bares his 
forehead to the coql blue sky •. n· Young Calidore, then, see.s a ttcool 
blue sky .Jl· A.t the same time he feels the coolness of' the sky. In 
---=--===it:=====================tt=== 
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just ~wo word~, one of which is usually employed to describe a parti-
cuJar sep.sation, Keat_s makes us :reel and see a particular color, a.s well 
a~ reel te~erature~ 
~he effect of the serene spaciousness o~ Oalidore is so over-
whelming "\;hat he must tm:-n away to something more tangi"Qle and calm. 
He finds it in the ·"pleasant greenn of the "easy slope~" and "shadowy 
trees". Here Keats realizes that o:rten, when an emotional experience 
seems too grea~ for the moment, a return to the familiar or reality 
has a ~be~ing action. 
The last six lines in the same stanza are full of swift motion: 
"Scarce can his clear a,nd nilllble eyesight follow 
,T.he freaks and ~tings Of the black-wing'd swallow, 
:Delighting much to sea it," half at rest,·_ 
Dip so refreshingly its wings and breast 
!Gainst the smooth surface, a:p.d to mark anon 
The widening circles into nothing gone.tt· 
There is a feeling of coolness in these lines also in watching the 
swallow "dip so refreshingly its wings and breast 'gainst the smooth 
sur.fa,ce" o.f the lake. Then the calmness o.f the water is broken, .but 
broken gently by the "widening circlestt mad~ by the bird. This sensa-
ti on of motion pa,sses into nothing as the lake a,gain resumes its 
stillness. 
The s.econd stanza opens immediately with motion, but with a. 
gliding motion, as the boat comes into a ttped of water lilies". The 
"'clear beautytt of nature appeals to the eye as Keats loves to see 1 t. 
He introduces. th,e color blue again in the mountains: " ••• the hoar 
and light blue mountainstt. Distance is given to th~ by the very 
--- --
choice of word~. 
In qeseribing the scenery around Calidore Keats uses the sensa-
tions of' sight, motion and sound. The lines: 
tt(}reen tufted islands casti:p,g their soft shade!;! 
.Across the lake," 
received the fol-lowing comment from Amy Lowell,: nBeca.use an island is 
tufted, is no reason for it to cast a •soft shade'.« It is possible 
that Mis~ Lowell forgot Galidor~ was viewing these islands at sunset. 
It i.,s possible for an object to cast a long, soft shadow ai; that hour. 
The tt·num,per of factual errors" that Miss Lowell. found in this 
poem come fro~ a youth flushed with a growing knowledge of his ability 
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to re-create in the mind images and to produce reactions from beautiful 
concrete reality. Keats wa,s young not only in poetic experience, but 
in chronological years. ~~re are few poets who have written as we],l 
a.t the age of twenty. It is witb, Keats' gJ;{I)Wth a,nd his faculty for 
revealing beauty through the senses that this thesis is concerned, noi; 
with his immature error:s ~ 
In the :fifth a,tanza of Calidore there BJ_'e sensations of sight, 
sound, touch; motion, and emotion, 
The picture of Sir Gondibert, in the sixth stanza, is worthy of 
mention: 
" • • • he was withal 
)i. man of elegance, and statur.e tall: 
So that the waving of his plumes wuld be 
Higl:l. (ios the berries. of a wi l.d ash tree., 
Or as the winged cap of M:erc;ury. tt' 
--
Tqese lines produce ~ feeling of heig4t, gr~ceful, free and swift, in 
the waving of the p~ume~ that add to the knight's tallness, 
The closing s~an.za shows th~ motion of the breeze in the first 
two lines: 
'~Softly the "Preezes from the forest came, 
Softly they blElW a,side the taper's flame." 
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Then is heard the nightingale's song, a.D,d "the far heard trumpet~s tone". 
The sense of ~ell is introduced, 'by the f::t1i~Cf' of the "lime-tree 
flower". Although the following line appears simple, it reveals to the 
sight ~ clear blue sky on a bright moonlight night by the simple exped-
:lent o:t' placing the l!LOOD, a~one in the heavens: 
"Lovely the _moon in ethel:', a~l alone, 11 
The pqem is never finished. The last sensation in it is tha;t of 
s.ound. Keat:3. compares the voices of the group to 
_ "· • • ~ that. soft humming 
.. We hear, around when Hesperus is coming." 
XIII. I STOOD T~TOE 
Kea..ts inte:o,dea,. in. th~, beginning to call this poem Endymion. It 
wa.s to be a,n Indu.ctioD, to a them.e; but la:te+ he began the story of 
Endymion in a fresh poam. In poetic phrases and delightful images Keats 
tells of tb,e beaut::les he sees. around him as he stands 11 tip-toe Oil, a 
l::lttle hill". He communicates not only his sensa,tions of natu~al love-
lineae.,. but in lines of exquisite melody and grace he embodies a feeling 
of spiritua,l. exaltation with entb.usia,sm for working. 'JJhe young poet 
of JJD,itati.on of Spenser had l.earned many things. about poetry since then. 
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Hi~ descriptions are mo~ delicate and realistic, his images mora con-
crete, his poetic moods more varied. He expresses an a,ssoeiation between 
poetry and tb,e imagery inspired by nature. The sensations in the "first 
stanza are: coolness, color, s.ou.nd, motion, and reactions of the emotiop.. 
Immediately ·in the i'.irst line Keats tells ol: b,is happiness: and 
a,l,el.'tnes~., ~-I stood ·Gip-t9e upon a little hill." Then he goes on to 
speak ol: the scenery around )lim in ~eautiful word:;~. T.hree of his lines 
~ 
have been quote~ as bei~ "absolutely pel,'fect~n 
n ~ , • anq then the:+e crept 
.A little noiseless noise ~ong the leaves, 
Born of; the very sigh tha;i; silell;ce heaves,» 
Befo.re the stanza ends, Keats returns to his own feeling of delight and 
re,ason tor writing: 
~I ga~ed awhile, ~d felt as light ~d free, 
.AI? tb,ough the farming wings of Mercury 
~ad play• d upon my heels~ + was light-hea;rteQ., 
.And many pleasu;res. to my vision sta+te<l; 
So I stra,ightwey began to pluck a" PosY · 
Of lm:urie,s "bright, milkY, soft, am rosy.,. 
A teeling of cool beauty is given in the first six lines of the 
second st{3Jl~a. The "lush l.,a.be~num~ is sensuous to the poin;t of making 
one fef!l an,d Sllle:;l.l the la,.be~um. Keats COI1tinues in. the ~ame way to 
prOO,uce sensati.ons of; touch, sound, and sight. 
In the first lines of the thi+d stanza there is a colorful ~ge 
or form. and motion: 
"Open afresh yo~ round of starry folds, 
.Ye ardent m~igo1ds~ ~ 
Only rrur lines COI!lprise the fourth E3tan~a, but they a,;rre so 
pe+fectly used i~ ~ascribing swe~t-peas tha,t the image seems to present 
0 _bowell,~J"ohn Keats_,_ • 14;2. 
the flow~rs more beautiful than reality~ 
Keats' next picture is or the little brook of his boyhood. The 
f~eling of physical sensations 1& clearly depicted in the swift motion 
of' the fi~ and the coolness of the n·sunny beaman·. The fact that Keats 
knew nature so well enabled h~ to write of the goldrinches so realisti-
A beautiful pas~ge, tell.i:ng of evening p;rimroses and later of 
the moon, is one of the best in the poem. There :Keats ha.s motion and 
color--yellow, silver, and blue. The moon image il'3 finely drawn and 
ser-ves as an introduction to Keats' lines to the moon. He bel~eves 
that the mooA is the inspiration of all poets. The relation of poetry 
to ~ture, or of the i:magination to reality, is shown in: 
t1·:rn the calm g;t'8.lldeur ot a sober line., 
We see the waving of the mountain pine.n 
In other words, poetry can bring, tbrough the imagination, all the 
sensations tb;:tt are experienced in the physical world. In these lines, 
u,nsensuous as. they sound, yet having sensuous implications, there is 
found a tendency toward a more idealist fo:r.m of beauty. Keats knowf! 
that thl'Ough the ttcalm gran<leurn· of poetry the imagination can bring 
:Crom a,bstra,ct f.orms the ilrla,ge o;f reality. Thh gives it meailling aD..d 
permanence. Poetry can lif<t us trom the world, Keats. tells us.~ But 
it ~st be poetry of less s~suousness. and more of the ideal• A thing 
of beauty must have spiritual implications to be ideal and lastingt 
Keatf:l, after mentioni:ilg Psyche and Cupid, and other mythological 
I 
I 
ij 
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loverf3 in ~ensuous lines, speaks o:f Cynthia and Endymion. The moon 
and Endymion were intimately as~ociated in Keat~' mind with himself. 
He not only worshipped the moon all his li:fe, but he asks the question 
at the end o:f this poem: ~as there ~ poet born?tl 
XIV~ r:cQ. A,. FRIENil WHO SENT Q' $0M:E :ROSES 
-- . -·-· -·. --:--- --· -· . 
Upon receiving some rof3es :from a :friend, Keats framed his thanks 
i~ the·:form o:f a sonnet. Two lines o:f sen~uous beauty read: 
fiWha!l time the skylark shakes the tremul-ous dew 
From his lush clover covert ••• u 
Keats tells of the :fragrC~D.c~ o:f the musk-rose aD!d then sa,ys o:r the 
garden-roses; 
ttSo:ft voices had they, ~at with tender p::l_ea, 
,w,hisper'd o:li pe~ce, and truth, and :friendliness unquell'd~" 
In this sonnet. the sensuousness, while sti],l there, has peen toned down. 
It ~till ap:pea,ls to the sight, hea,ring <;Uld ol:fa,ctory se~es, but a; 
social significance hal" beep, added. This i~ a step higher than mere. 
physical api,>eal. 
XV:. TO Ml B.ROTHEB GEORGE 
~ats is delighting in the loveliness of things he had seen th~t 
da,y. While watching a sunset by the ocean, the beauty around him i13, 
so wonderful, that he wishes his brother George were there. Kea.ta hi;is 
come to know that beauty alone, even to one who is in close communion 
with it, b,a,s not sa <ieep ?. meaning without human companionship. He 
has learned to place a higher value upon that physical beauty which 
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leads him to think of others. H~ does this significantly in the passage 
on the oqean.. 
~eats? ~eseription.s of the sunset ruQd the s.ea are harmonious 
with color. The --tt-fea;thery gold"' and the '"blue green"· are pleasing to 
the eye bee.auae tb,ey cam.plement each other. 
r\fi • EPISTLE _TO_ GEORGE .::KE=A:::TS:::;.. 
K:eli\tlS' devotion. to his b;rothers was. sc.mething to be commended. 
He confided in, George all hi.s ambi tiona and disappointments. 'I'h.is 
aometimes took t,he form of poetry. In the Epist.le b,e tells George 
especially, ot b,is hopes and longings fo.;r: poe,tieel ability. He opens 
his b,eart to his brother, knowing he will understand.. and be sy;m:patheti,c 
with his -writings. In phras.e.s. and pictures of sens.uoll,s appeal b,e tells 
of ]lis do>ubts and his aS.Pira,tions. He dra.ws images of poe.tic fancies 
he has s.een in moments when 8, "'sudd,en glow11 came on him~ Then he s.ees 
mythological visions, a:Q.d hears tones meant OnlY for the poet's earf!• 
An example of Keats' colpr sense and action is found in his des.cri:ption 
ot a dolpll:i,n:: 
ltLike silver streaks across a dolphin"s fin, 
_When he up~~eth from the coral ca,vea, 
pd spo;r:ts with half his. tail above the waves. u 
Another s~suously brilliant image is: 
tt •• • when upheld, the wine from each bright jar 
.Pours witb, the lustre of a falling star." 
.And furi:her on, th.ere is more color an,d brilliance that the poet 
sees; 
"Wc:>uld he n~ught se~ but the dark, silent blue 
V{i th all its diamonds trembliDg through and through." 
Keats' love of' nluxuries", as he calls hi~ sensuousness, is 
f'ound all through this Jl;pistle. Re appeals to the sense~:~ of' sight, 
/iiOunO., touch, ap.d ,smell. His colors range from wilite through silver, 
coral, scarlet to 
"Ocean's blue ma.nt le streak' d wi tb. :purple tm.d green. n 
His sounds Vfll'Y f'rom ttthe still munnur of the honey bee't to the cle~;r 
tones of the trumpet. 
XVII. EPJ;STLE ~ CHA.F.LES COWDEN CLARKE 
ttS)till ,scooping u:p the water with my fingers, 
__ J:n which a, t:!!E;lmbling diamond never lingers. tt 
I);id Keats actually believe that np shimm.ering jewel of' :poet;ry was his? 
It is_ t:rue that he shows immaturity treq_uently in hh early :poems, but 
it is equally t:ruE:~ that he showed geniu,s. The t1trembling diaptondtt 
reveals to the sight, i~ its acintil1ating motion, numerous colors. 
Though there are not as many sensuous images in Clarke's Epistle af) in 
the one to his b+other, still Keats giVef! us :pictureS~ and revel~tions 
of' his reactions to the senses. He tel~ also of his f'ondness for 
romantic stories with their underlying sensuousness. 
In ~he f~liar lines: 
nSI>enserian vowell3 that elo:pe witll, e.ase, 
_And floa.t. along like birds on summer seas," 
there is a delightful sense-image &s well. as a plea.sant sound sense. 
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Aga;in sound is ~ard in: 
~Who read ~or ma the sonnet swelling loudly 
Up to its climax and then eying proudly?1t 
Keats.' "moming shadows streaking :i,nto slimness"' is ·a sense image con-
taining color a¢ Jll,Otio:n,~ The same sensations. are found in: 
"When c:yn,thia smiles upon a summer's night; 
,Arl.d pee.rs E!DlODg tb,e cloudlets jet !',nd white. tt 
T4e poem closes with Keats' thoughts of good wishes for his frien~. 
Charles Cowden Clarke was responsible for the Keats_' Chapman 
sonnet. lie introduced Keats to Oha.pmant s i;ransla;Uon of Homer. Th!;tse 
young men sat up one night until dawn reading the translation• That 
II10rning, at ten o'clock, C)..arke found Keats.' 1'wnous sonnet. He said 
it was m-itten during Keats' "'teeming wondermentn o:f;' his first i:n;t;ro:-
6 
" 
d,uction to Chapman. The experience ot this emo'tional reaction need,ed 
expression i,n, crea.ti ve symbols to give relief to Keats' intense feelings. 
An absence of Huntts influence is a~ once evident~ The ~oft 
sens,u,ousness }las. given place to t:efined, e:xpress.ion--tha.t is, refined. 
in the sense of reducing "'luxuriestt· to their es$ential subs.tance.. It 
atiJ.J; appe13.ls to the senses through sight; 131nell, learning, aDLd motion; 
but now Kea.ts has added a new value. He makes an intellectual ap:pea.l 
through the illl.agination,. He has given emotional value before and it is 
found in this sonnet also; but not in any other poem up to thi!'l has 
6 
Sidney Colvin, ~ohn Keat15, p. 40. 
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Keats so intently produced intellectual appeal through imagery. 
A work of art appeals to the body? mind, alld spirit~ Its 
sensuousness is a, aecessary constituent, because it i13 through the 
physical senses that we first perceive beauty. Goqd physical re~on~es 
ID,ake li.fe ~ndamentally good. To the Greek~:> a good body (with its 
no:mnal reaoticms) was a.nalqgous to a, good soul~ Ji. ha~ony and ba:)..a.noe 
between them we.~ tllei r aim • 
. We appreciate thing.s mp;re a.s tb,e mind penetrates into their 
history. It broadens ow.: s;cope of knowJ,.edge and gives added interest 
e.p.d value to a.n obj eet. Ke~ts makes the historical .ba,ckground yield to 
Qha,pman pe~anent values an~ definite oo~ections. Tb,is is one of th~ 
functions of poetry. The dignified association of tb,e cosmic a;tmosphere 
with the intense dramatic ~ituations ip, this sonn,et if! B.ll indication of 
-
:K;ea.ts' :imaginative and emotional quail ties .• 
Keats' J.,ove of color is evident in tb,e first line of the sonnet. 
1'Mlleh have I t;ra:vellt d i:p, the rea.lln.s of gold. n 
It is not difficult to visualize the co],.()r oi' tb,e star;ry Elley or even, 
the deep colors of tll,e ocean, even th.qugh Keats uses ncr .. descriptive 
color words in: 
••Th~n fel-t; I like sq:ne wa,tcher of the .skiea 
.Wb.Em, a.· new .pla,net 13wims into his ken; 
Or like stout Co~ez when with eagle eyes 
He stared at the Paeific~~and all his men 
Look'd at each other with a wild sur.mise--
Silenh upon a, pEW,k in Darien." 
Obaprn.an• s tones are hea1:d vigorously clear--a sh,arp contrast to 
the silence of Cortez. The ima~ery i~ HQr like stout Co~te~ when with 
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with eagle eyes .• ·" has a special appeal to the sight and im.agina-
tion when we know that Cortez i!3 ·"' .... upon a peak i:+l.Darien". Then 
we not only see the intense emotional reaction of Cortez, but we feel 
the :forceful energy behind those !1eagle eyesn. 
XIX~ TO MY BROTHEBS 
Tom Keat13' birthday was a.n event worthy of a sonnet to J"o:qn'~ 
mind~ The sonn.E:)t written for Tom is a revelation of J"ohn' s regard for 
his b~others a~ well as his rejoicing over the fact that fate has 
allowed than a. temporary respite :from change; adversity, a-na separation. 
The first line has a. visual appealt the ne:x:t two lines that of ro)und: 
"Small, buay flames play t~ugh the fresh laid coals, 
.. And t:b.e:tr faint cracklings o'!'3r our si~ence creep 
Like whispers o:f t.he household gods that keep 
!.gentle empire o'er fraternal souls." 
There is a quiet sensuousnefls all th:rough the lines, mingled with a 
humail. nead for companionship, The c).osing n1etapllor hal'\ a dignity in 
its. physical appeal. 
n • , • ere the great voice, 
)from its fair f{lce, shall ·bid our spirits fly·" 
:XX,. KEEN, FITFUL GUSTS 
The appeal to the s,enses in this s on:aet, while not ovex-dr~:~,wn, 
is very evident and written a+most in a. contempoxary style. It is 
sufficiently self-revealing to quote without further comments. 
"X:et;l:C. fitful gusts are whispering here sird there 
Among the bushes, half leafless a~d dry~ 
The. stars look very cold about ~e sky, 
.!n.d. I have many miles on fopt to fare; 
Yet feel I little of the cool bleak air, 
Or of the. dead leaves :rustling drearily, 
Qr of ~ose silver lamps that burn on high, 
Qr of the distance fr~ home's pleas.ant lair: 
For I am brimfull ef the friend.lin,ea.s 
That.in, ~little. cottage I have found; 
Of fair.,..b.air' a Mil ton's eloquent dist;r:>ess, . 
~d all his l,qve for gentle Lycid' d,rqwn1 d; 
Of lovely La~ i~ her light green dress, 
~d fai thfu1 Petra.rch gloriously crown'd.·lt 
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S1e~p eJiJLd P.oetry is a long poem. that Keats compo!'>ed from inspira-
vions receiVed v.hen he was spending a. night in Runt's study. In the 
poem are influences of Runt's possessions and of Hunt's sensuous descrip-
tive style. Keats has become again luxuriantly s.ensuo"Q.s. He uses pro-
fusely all the deligb.ts of the $enses and their contributing individual-
ities~ 
By a series of q)J.estions, Keats brings out hi§ definition of 
sleep~ This takes u:p the first nine lines. His simil~s:~are,:alli.sense 
images, There is still eviden.ce of innnaturi ty in some lines, but he 
also shows his ;increasi~g ability to render the essence of beauty 
tb.rough the sensa.tio!U!. 
"What if1 more gen.tle than a wind in, summer," has beauty as a 
line and emplOYE! the sensation, of touch which might convey coolness or 
mere rh:ytb.m of :m,otion. The next three lines are not so poetically 
bea."Q.tiful, but they have sense impresf!ions. 
ttWhat is more tranq_uil than a musk;-rose b],.owing · 
In a green i~land,tt-
is another lovely simile far sleep, :ful~ of color, fragrance, and peace. 
It ha.s the sense o.f sound in 
"Low mul111U;rer of tender lullabies. n· 
Keats. then tells of his conception of poetry, which is related 
to s],eep, but far greater,--"more strange, more beautiful. n· Sound and 
sight sensations help the illusionary pictures he draws and the phrasing 
of his invo9ation to Poesy. In the fifth stanza Keats weaves into his 
sensory-images a. feeling of.' the transiency of life. He acqomplishes 
it by sensuous beauty and motion: 
"Stop and consider~ life if! but a day; 
k fragile dew-drop on its perilous way 
From a tree' s swnmi t; a. poor Indian's s.leep 
While his boat hastens to the .monstrous s.te~p 
Of Man tm,orenci • tr 
Then, suddenly, he changes his mood and becomes joyously happy~ 
ttWhy so sl3.d a moan? 
Li,fe is the rose's hope vfu. ile yet unblown; 
The reading of an eVe]:'-changing tale; 
The light uplifting of a maiden's veil; 
A. pigeon tumbling in clear summer air; 
A. lE~,ughing sc:t+ool-boy, without grief or care, 
Biding the springy branches of an ebn~~ 
The use of the word '"tumbling"· has delightful motion in, its very sound. 
Tl+e physical activities described in the last three l.ines bring almost 
a muscular res.po~e. to the reader. 
Keats' next stanza opens with a, cry of anguish.:-
rtQ for ten years, that I may overwhelm 
MYs~lf in poesy; so I may do the dee~ 
That my own, soul has to itself decried.,. 
He asserts later, in prose, that he "ca,nnot exist without Poetry--
without eternal poetry--half the day wil~ not do--the whole of it .• n 
Knowing Keats' passion for poetry, we can, almost read into his poem a 
premonition that he feels. What a small boon h@ asked of life--and 
even this was denied. Should his wish be granted, he tells of th~ 
realms of poetry he would pas13. The first i? that o:r nature~ Here 
Rl:Ult' s influence is strong upon him and renders Ke.ats' poetry over-
sensuoufi and of little depth. Its images, however, are those of the 
senses and are almost luscious with taste and color. Touch and motion 
are there too, This stanza confirms th,e statement made in the intra-
auction to this thesis that Keats continues the use of physical sensa-
7 
tions all through his poetry. This parti.eular ~tanza i~;> reminis~~,p.j;;, of' 
his e{:l.rlier work in its extravagant lightness and sensuousness. 
The seventh stanza is somewhat more serious in tone; but is 
still full Of sen~uous and imaginative figures. The appeal to the 
color sense is given in ttblue oragginesf}."' and in the description o"f 
the sky, "Tipt round with silver from the sun's brigh. t eye!'!. n Motion, 
and sound is "felt in the steeds' tram.plings and sprightly wheel downward, 
in "shapes of' delight11 chasing "'some ever i'le~ting musicn. A. 
« • • • lovely wreath of girls 
_Dancing their slee~ hair into tangled curlsn 
is. a lovely image of sensuous rhythm. Suddenly the visions "fade and 
7 
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~ "sen13e of real. things come~:~ doubly st:rongtt- after his imaginative 
creation. This. section comprises the second rea,lm, of poetry--that of 
the humafr heart. Keats• inexperience of life accounts for his lack 
of understanding of the human, heart. It :results in the fanciful 
visions of his imagination. 
From the description of the realms of poetry Keats turns to 
:poetry herself in a ori tical analysis. He is severe with those schools 
of poetry which were not awake to beauty and the imagination. To him, 
:poetry 
u· • • s.hould be a friend 
.. To sooth the cares, and lift the thoughts of man.tt 
The value of beauty lies in its ability to minimize the burden of life 
and to take us outside ourselves. Of f'utul,'e poetry Keats writes: 
n:As. she was wont , th t imagi:na ti on. 
.Into most lovely lapyrinths will be gone, 
And they shall be accounted poet kings 
Who simply teLl the most heart•easing things.tr 
A. description of Runtts study with its pictures, busts, and book!;!. 
if! given toward the end of the poem. All the objects in the room come 
again into Keats' Vision from. his wealth of sensuous expressions. 
:xxrr. ON THE GEASSROPP.ER.Al\fD OR!QKET 
Rttnt and Keats wrote a so~et in competition, on the a,bove sub-
ject •. Keats' was the better. The opening line is f~liar to all: 
"The :poetry of e.arth is never dead.'' llter thiS~ line one can feel the 
heat of the hot sun aS! it makes the birds feel f'aint and seek for cool-. 
neap in the tree~:?. Here are two a:p:peals to the sense of touc::h, but 
they are intensified by being diametrically opposed to each other. 
Keats ~kes a visionary appeal also in these opening lines. Then the 
voice of the Grasshoppe~ b heard through the fragrance of the new-
.mown hay, Later, 
l'On a lone winter evening, when th~ fros'tl 
Ha~ wrought a. silence, frrnn. the sctove ther~ shrills 
The qriqk:eii 1 s song, in, wa~th in~rea~ing ever." 
There, again, is so~d aDd the sense of touch. 
4.3 
The e!f~ct of the, Elgin 1JI'a+bles (the work of the G-reek sculpto:r 
Phid.ia~) was to bring to Keats the re~lization of his own mortality 
and. the, mo;J;'tali ty of art~ Their overpowering ~reatness brings ""round 
t~ heart ~ •• a mo~t di~zy-painut yet they inspired high thoughts 
and, expression. The sestet. is worth quoting: 
~such dim-conceive~ glories ot the brain 
Bring ;round. tb,e hea,rt an undef!cri bable feud.; 
so. d.o these wonders a most di~y pa,in, 
Tha.t ~nglefi Grecian grandeur with the rude 
Wasting of o~q Time-wi tb. a billowy main--
A.- sun--.~:~, shadow . of a, magnitude.'' 
The Cl;_Uality of this soxmet is far above ~Y, poetry that Kea;ts wrot~ 
under the direct influence of Hunt. It b plainly sh.own what the 
presence of real beauty ll,ad u_pon Keats. The value of a thing comes 
into view through ou,r ~actions. The reaction of Keats to the beauty 
of the Elgin Marbles. wa.s to write a sonnet of ineri t from his sense of 
their greatness. 
Keats' use of the sensuous is continued in this :poem, but he 
goes beyond th~ luxuriant to a more idealized sensuousness and intellec-
W.al appeal~ In spite o:f the a,pparent mortality o:f the materials o:f 
beauty, .Keats is sensing the :fact that scmething o:f beauty will be 
mingleq with in:fini ty and eterni ty--1t a shadow o:f a magnitudett. 
Anot.her example o:f exalted thought is :found i:n, ~he so~et, On. 
This so~et, tnough composed :from a personal mood or reaction, 
:Q,a~ a deap, universal meaning. Its sense images are those of sot.Uld, 
motio:n, and sight, bat ihere is absent all sentimental. sensuousness. 
Hunt seems to b,a,ve been o'IJ,t-grown. Sense imagery has incorporated into 
it. a higher value--that o:f social or spiritual signi:ficance. Keats 
sense impressions o:f his material environment held beauty in its 
actuality and its abstract quality of producing a,. cb,ange o:f :feeling in 
individuals--a necessary element of beauty. 
CHAPTER V. 
SE'IS"O'OUSNESS .AND PEBMANJ!NCY OF BEAUTY 
I. ENDYMION 
(Book r} 
Endymion i~ a mythological poem telling the story of the youth 
Endymion in search. of ideal, beauty, H.e travels through the earth, 
througll underground caverns, the w~ter, and the air~ Each. excuraiol\ 
i~ treated in ~ differe~t boQk of the poem. We shall find sufficient 
eviden.ce of Keats • use of the sensuous as well as hb developiDg theory 
of beauty in Book I. 
1Ce~ts was a.J.,ways a lover of the moon. He believed it was. a guid-
ing spirit of poets a:nd a. symbol qf the idea.l bea~ty tAa.t, fpr him, is 
the "principle of beauty in all thingsft. B;e uses this sym'Qol in his 
poem, and Endymion fa,J.l~ in love with, the moop. godQ,e~s. The first book 
deals with ED,dpdon as th,e prince of shepherds upon Mount i.a.tmos .• 
The very first. line states one of the principles of beauty, and 
a. step i,n Keats' development of Id.eal Beauty--"A thing of beauty is a 
joy :t;orever •. "' Keats b.ad come to the rea.lization of th,e permane!lCY o:f 
beauty a.s a constit.uent element in its value. 
Keats' love of nature cannot be doubted.. Ria description of' h,is 
na tura.l surroundings. are frequent throughout hif! poetry. Re .;nakes it 
clear how im_portant it is to him by his vi vid.ness of scenes, by the 
odor, the color, t.he sound, the motion of nature, and by the very 
temperature of the seasons. The senses are alert constantly to Keats' 
own reactions. The tende:l' green of spring is felt and seen in the 
fi~t stanz,a when he speaks of the d.ai'fodils and, ttthe green world they 
live in.u· Summer with its heat ~s not yet arrived because he. goes on 
to aa.y; 
* . . . and clear rills 
. 'rhat. for themaalve.s a, cooling covart make 
~Gainst the hot season. n. 
MaloQ.y of sounQ:. is one o"f Keats' passions. lie e,dmires it. and 
v.ses it. Re even reac.t.s to the sounds of wnnes, such aa Endymion: 
"The very music of the name has gone 
Into my being.'" 
Discord annoyed him and di$turbed his poetry. He will begin the story 
while he "'cannot hear. the. city's din. tt. Anothel;' evidence of' 'spring is 
his beautii'Q,l phras.e, appealing at once to the sight through an ima,ge 
of color ~d motion: 
"While the willow trails 
.. Its del:i,cate amber. n· 
Eridymion must be written by the fall~ This. h learnt "from the 
second st~a.~ Keats paints a delightful natu~ :picture of each season, 
~lmo~ of each month which will see the :progres.~>ing of his story. The 
setting ~or the story is through ~ fore~t on Mount Latmos ~eading to 
a wide lawn, where stands a, ma:+ble altar. The description o:f the, fore~;~t 
is one of sensuous beauty. It is, early d,~:?.wn, thE! sun ha,s made fl·every 
ea.S,tern cl,oud a silvery :pyre of brightness." This gives a :picture of 
light sad col,or. It appears l:>rigb.ter in the. linas: 
~The lark was lost in him; cold springs had run 
.':Co war.m tl;l,eir chilliest bubb.le~ in, the gr~f!S,. tt 
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The above line ha.!'i w:amtb. a,nd cold and motion. Keats knew the art of 
:producing the sensation of fragrance from flowers by his choice of 
word$ t;~,nd selection of incidence. Not only is the egla.tine fragrant 
because of t~e rain, but also because tb,e sun is ~awing out its odort 
tt • • • rain-scented eglatina 
,&ave temperate sweet.s. to tb;at well-wooing sun.'" 
In ths,t ccmpact description there is the coolness and feeling of rain, 
the picture of the eglatine, the essence of perfume, and the w.annth of 
the sun. 
A group of children gathe+ around the altar. While they are 
waiting ~ faint breath o~ music is heard swel],i:ng and dying away softly, 
its echoes breaking ~o.othly through the valleys before they merge with 
the murmuring of '"the lonely sea''. ID. seven lines Keats cz·ea..tea a:Q.. 
a1lditory sensation of the r-hythm of :m,usie; its. rise a,nd fall, in a 
woodland setting. Following the children come a. group or flower-laden 
maidens, dancing" and after them, shepherds. A. :priest appears, ea.:+l.'ying 
a milk-white vase of wiue and a basket full. of herbs. CoJ,.oJ? is eon-
trasted against color~ .Another c:+owd of !'lhe:phe:+ds come, ~d after them 
appears Endymion in a car. :ae s.eems t+oubled by a seoz·et sorrow. In 
a very few words, without mentioning death, Keats presents a sul:>tle 
~age ot the possible passing of Endymion, and of a funeral pyre: 
~ • • • then would they sigh, 
_And think of yellow leaves, of owlets' ~ry, 
O:f logs piled solemnly.--Ab,,, well-a-day, 
WhY should our young Ettdymion pine away?tt 
-------·--------·--
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The prie~t performs his sacred x.ites While the group are gathered 
around the altar. He addre~~es them, first raninding them of their debt 
to Pan. Some of his phra~?es are rich in color and ;re-echo sound,f:!: 
n ••• your ~?welling down13., where ~eet air stirs 
Blue hare-bells lightly • and where prickly turze 
Bud~ lavish gold; • • • • 
Whose mellow reed~ ~e touch'd, wit~ sounds forlorn 
By the d~ echoes of old Triton's horn, 
.•• the merry lark ~as pour'd .. 
His early song ~gainst yon breezY sky, 
That spreads so clear o'er our so1eiQD.ity." 
While the incense :rises from the burning herbs the whole group 
sings a choral, hymn. to Pan. It is generally conceded that this Hymn to 
Pan. i~? one of Keats' be&t lyrics. It contains all the elemen.tp over 
which Ke~ts was master: sensuousness; fancy; imagination; emotion; 
a.bstract and concrete images; love of nature, beauty, mythology, an.d 
lyricism. In it~? appeal to the senses there is a. luxuriance of visual 
images and color; a gradation of sound-tones fr~ whiapers to a heaven-
rending shout; a. fee:J,ing of touch in the wind, in the pelting o:f silvery 
o&k apples and fir cones, and in the leaveA th,at ~preads througn the 
earth, giving it a »touch ethereal tt • A sense of temp era ture, another 
form of touch, is found i:p, the "d,ank moisturen ~ and in the 12's'Ullllller 
coolness'' of strawberries! M<:>tion is felt in its various rhythms and 
mea~;>ure. 
One of the most obvious appeals to the s en~es is that of sound-
musical e:f;f.'ect--ip, the entire form and rendering of the hymn itself. 
The effects of sound, come from the rhyme, from the sounds of the words, 
chosen, and from their positio~ ani rhythm. 
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MUch of the sen.suoua pleasure ~+.' the hymn is lost in isolating 
its images in an analysis. The images depend for their perfection,to a 
great degree, on their associated arrangement and on their imaginative 
qualities. Although the hymn is of some length its peauty if! more 
fully appreciated by reading it out loud. 
After the hymn the multi tude separate into groups, some d8Iil.:.cing, 
some playing games, others telling stories. Keats uses this ocQasion 
to mention mythological legends. While the archers are playing the 
sound of 11 featb.ery whizzing of ih.e shafttt, and the "dull twanging 
bowstring" is heard. 
Apart from the mer~ym.a.kers ·sit Endymion and the priest with sane 
elder shepherds. They are musing en tt•the fragile bar" that keeps them 
from their "homes ethereal", and -what their duties will be. They tell 
of those whom they wish to me~-t i'n Elysium• All but Endymion. tell their 
desires. He is dreaming of his own sorrow and seems to be in a trance. 
His sister Peona. leads him away through the trees to a river. There 
they em'bark in a little boat and go off to a q~:iet arbour where En.dymi.on 
might sle~ep. 
The next stanza opens with an invocation to sleep. He uses the 
simile of a bi:L'4: 
ttT~at · broodel'!il o'·er the troubled sea of the :mind, 
.Till it is ~usn'd and smooth." 
And again to a. great key 
nTo golden palaces t strange minstrelsy, 
Fountains grotesq_u.e, new trees, besp~l,ed caves, 
Echoing grottos, full of tumbling waves 
And moonlight; aye, to all the ma~y world 
Of silvery enc~tment.~ 
I 
I 
I 
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Endymion, upon wa.king r~fr~shed, tha,nks Peona fo~ her care and promia.e& 
t.o forget his griet'" and once more to mingle with his fellows ani resume 
his former habits. Keats' sensuousness i~ all through thh passage. 
Visual ima,ges. and sounds are frequent, such as: 
"No, I will once more raise 
My 'Vc;>ice upon the mountain-heights; once more 
Make my AOrn parley from their forehea~s hoar: 
Again my trooping hounds their tongues shall loll 
Around the 'b. rea thed. boar. tt· · 
Peona playa her lute ruxd sings to Ehdymion. Keats' art is again 
apparent in ~king musical effects from word sounda, for we learn: 
u • • • Twas a lay 
More 15Ub.tle ca,denced., more fores,t wild 
Than Dryope.' s lone lulling of her child; 
And nothing since has floated in the air 
So mournful strange. tt 
SUddenly Peona. stops singing a:~td questions her brother a,bout his be-
havior. Endymion decides to unburden himself to his sister. This h~ 
does j,n flowery la,rgua,ge and sense-·i:mages • He fa.lls asleep on a, beq 
of poppies tha.t sudd.enly come into bloom beside him. H:e dreams that 
while he is. watching. the night sky, the doors of hea,ven s.eem to open. 
The ~tars b.egin to fade ~d on the hori~.on the moon is emerging from 
clouds. It is 
ttThe loveliest moon, that e.ver silver' d o'er 
A shell for Neptunets gob.let:. she did soar: 
So passionately bright .. tt-
This is, a, aena.e-image full of brightness, concreteness, a.I\.d color• 
The moon is tempo~ily hidden by a, cloud. Endymion looks up 
again and is, dazzled by something bright coming down to him. Keats 
d.ea.cribes the visionary lovelinesS, in all the sensuoUIS. luxuries of his 
1'orm~r poems.. An il~usion to the mythological birth of Venus is gi van 
when Endymion tellS, of his apparition~ 
tt • • • .Ah! seE! her hovering 1'eet, 
.More bluely vein'd, more soft, more whitely sweet 
Than those of sea-horn Venus, when she rose 
From out. her cradle shell. T.b,e wind out-blows 
E:er scarf into a 1'luttering pavillion; 
'Tis blue, and over-spangled with a million 
Of li~tle eyes, as though thou wert to shed, 
Over the darkest, lushest blue-bell bed, 
Handful~ of daisies."' 
These images have a delicacy and g:race that is heightened by the sense 
ot color and motion, 
Endymion's ].ovely vision advance~ toward him 
tt • • • like a very ma,id, 
C.~ bll.lshing, lfalling, wiJ.I.J.~, ~d a1'raid."' 
In these lines if:! shown a yielding hesitancy, an attitude seen by an 
artist, reminis.cen.t o:f.' the half-reluctant, half-willing eage:rne~a.s, of 
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V:enus, a& painted by B'otticell.i; as 11' she. already knew the consequences. 
that woul.d 1'o11ow her advent. K:eats was artisi/. enol.lgh to pa,int this 
timid,i ty in words. The maiden takes Endymion' s hand a,nd together they 
ril'!e into the upper region .. 
Sensuous d,escription oi' the flight and his companion fill many 
lines. Fi:pally the two come to a rest on a :t.'lower-covered.. mountain 
side. The :fragrance of the 1'1owers floats all around them 13.nd ~:me can 
almost sense the odor from the words of the poem~ 
In the midst of this Endymion sleeps within his dream and when 
he awakens, from this s.leep he is l;lack in the li ttl!? noe>k where his 
drea,m started" The. di~ppo.intment upon waking was so great tbat 
Ehdymion found everything bitter ~nd frightfUl. Peona. makes her brother 
tee.l ashamed, f'or t~king a dream so seriously, and tries to spur him back 
to actualities. She tells him tb,at she, too, has pondered over imagiru?.ry 
scenes, but knowe they a+e only dre811U3 ~ lie~ images are flaming with 
color: 
~ ~ • • before the cry~tal h~avens darken, 
.I watch and dote upon the silver lak~s 
Eictur'd 1~ western cloudiness, that takes 
The sanb.lance o'f gold rocks and bright g;old sands, 
Islands; ~d creeks; an.d amber-tre:tted stra,nds 
With horses prancing o' e+ them, palaces 
And towers of arnethyst,--would I so t~a~e 
My pleasant days; because I cou:).d not mount 
Into those regions?"' 
What· more fitting imagery could Peona employ to describe a sunset? 
ED.dym.ion ans.we:rs his sister iA words that are Keats:1 own convic-
tiona of life ~d beauty--convictions that have been for.mulating slowly 
in his mind since he began writing poetry. Only now has he peen able 
to express them. Ell.dym.ion says that no nmerely slumberous phantasm11 
hafl a,ffected. him. His. 
"' • • • higher hope 
Is of too wide, too ra,inbow-large a scope, 
To fret at myriads of earthly wrecks. 
Wherein. lief:! happi.ness? In tha.t which becks 
Our ready mind~ to fel1owS,hip divine, 
A. fellowship with essence; till we shi:p.e, 
Full alchemiz'd, and free of space. Behold 
The cl.ea.r religion or heavenPt 
This tt:fellowship with ess,encen- is Keats' conception of association. 
and oneness. with Ideal Beauty which is the nclear religion of heaven. n 
His approach to it is through the forms of beauty found everywhere, or 
through the n-principle of beauty in all things. rr . Re clearly a, tat es the 
···------·-------~ -----------· -
S!tage~ through which we pass on th~ way to essential Beaui;y. The i'irai; 
one is through the beauty of nature; the .second is th:I'ough the beauty 
o~ legend and art~ 
ltOl<l d,itties sigh· ~bove their :father's grave; 
Ghosts of: melodious prophesying.s rave 
Round, every s.pot where trod Apollot s i'oot; 
Bro~e clarions awake, an.d faintly bruit, 
Where ·long ~go a giant battle 'i'fas; 
And, from the turf, a lullaby doth pass 
ID. e.very place whe:re ini'ant Orpheus slept~ 
Feel we, these thinga~~~that moment have we atept 
Into a sort of onem,eiHh . and. O\U' sta..te 
Is like a floating spirit' s~"· 
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Keats• love of n,atu,re and mythology has alwa,ys been an int:Y.'insica.l 
part ot his being. Therefore it is natural to expect that they would 
;form part of his development in his tb,eory of beauty. In this passage 
where he ha.s Endymion tell Peqna, of the sens.uous p.leasure of nature and 
the ~ast, Keats is rei tera.ting his statements ma.de in the opening stanza 
o:f the p9em! t;Che&e beautifUl things of ~th are es~ential in our pro-
grass. toward the Ideal. They contain the principle and permanence of 
beauty; we, through our appreciation ot them, a.re l(reathing a "1'1owery 
band to bind us t!ill the earthY', yet some shape oi' beauty in them lil,'t~ 
our spirits. They are an ~endles~ fountain oi' immortal drink"' pouring 
into us :from heaven. These esS;encef;. are •tboun,d, to us so fast" that they 
are always with. us~ 
.These are but two of the !3teps toward ntellowship with essencen. 
These a.re "richer enta.nglements" 1 which lead by degrees. to ntb,e chie:f 
in tensi tyn ~ These n·entang1ements" carry us through the third and 
fourth ~tages on the way to communion with the Ide~l· 
--~·--·---
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fJ • • ~ th~ crown o'f these 
.Is ~ade o'f love ~d ~riendship, ~~ sit~ htgh 
Uppn, the :t;orehead of huina,nity~ 
All it~ more ponde;rou~ ~d bulky worth 
Is ~riendship, w~enee there ev~;r issues forth 
A steady aplend~urj but at the tip-top, 
There hangs by \lnseen film, tm orbed drop 
Of light, and that is love; its influence 
Thrown in, our eyes genders a novel sense, 
At which we start and 'fret; till in the en,d, 
Melting into its radiance, we blend, 
Mingle, aad so become a part of it,--
Nor with aught else can our souls interknit 
S'o wingedly: whel;l we c;ombine therewitb., 
Life's sel'f i~ nouri~'d by its proper pith, 
And we ave nurtured like a pelican brood." 
Keats, although a lover of sensuous luxuries, .here states that. 
friendsb,ip and love are of a highe:r order because they al'e :more nself.., 
destroying"~-that is, they make one forget sel~ and think of others. 
Material things lose their ~portance in the presence o~ ideal beauty, 
and in the ren,unciation o~ self lies the true way to the ~ellowship of 
divine :Es&ence. In a letter to his brother, written J"allll.ary 13, 1918, 
he more clearly states his belief in this idea: n •• , probity and 
disinterestedness ! • , hold and grasp the culmination o~ any spiritual 
honours than, can be paid to anything in this world,.n So Endymion ~y&: 
" • + , No, no, I'm sure, 
My restless spirit n,ever could endure 
To brood so long upon one luxury, 
Unless it did, though ~ear~lly, espy 
a hope beyond the shadow Q~ a dream." 
The ~ortality o~ the Ideal is strongly influencing Endymion's quest. 
The re}Uainder of Book I tells of ~rther rnyl3terious episodes 
tAat happened to Endymion i~ connectio~ with his dream. Then he assur~s 
his siste~ that he will no longer "count o-ver. link by Unk!t his "Chain 
I 
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of grief", but will live no:rmally as l;>e:fore, Then they returned to the 
boat an.d home• 
In the first book o:f Endymion, ]:eats uses his ability to appeal il 
to the senses as h~ has done in most of his poetry. There is hardly a; 1
1
, 
:pas.s~ge that is not :fi:l,led nth, sense im.:pre~sions, either visual, auditory, 
gustatory, or, tactual~ Keats' whole respon~.e to b.eauty was founded on 
his sensations and reactions~ Eis. genius appears in his ability to 
produce beautiful ~ges from. b,is impressions~ Eis growth is seen. in 
his developing theory of beauty~-from beauty as mere sensation to beauty 
as t4e Ideal~ I.a.ter he carries this :farther; H:e already believes in 
tb,e immortality_ of art. This came thr'Ough his dil;lcovery of the pe:rma-
nenc;y of oeauty an(}. t:P,e principle of beauty in all thing13. He is b.egin-
ni~ to realize the spiriiru,al value of beauty. All these phases show 
b,is advancement, show the value of ~ertain elements that constitute a 
work of art. But it al~ showa that all our appreciations come first 
from our, senses, and that a work of ar,t does and must appeal, in the 
begin+P.ng, through its. sensuousness. Its greater values :follow~ 
II 
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SENSUOUSNF.SS GlVING PLA.CE TO BROADER VIEWS OF· 
POEI'RY AND SPIRJ;TU.AL IDEAS 
I. ISABELLA.. OR 'mE POT OF BASIL, 
_.:.,.,...c..· _......,;· -.- -·- -·- -· .- . 
The stoxy of I~bella may not be so wi~elr rea~ today a& it ~a 
in Kea,ts• time, but ~ost every rea,der o1' Keats b,afl read it at l,east 
once. They know that I~be:+Ia lived with, two cruel brothers; that she 
and a yo~g pa~er, who wor~ed for tb,e brother?, were secr~tly in ~ove; 
_that the. b.rothers, upon di a covering th~ a,i'fia,ir; take the man a,:way, 
~ill a:o,d bq.ry him. The ghost of the dead lover appears to I.s.abella, 
and tel~s his. fa,te. !sabella tb,en goes with her nurse to the spot; 
. digs up the body; carries home his b,ead, and placefl it in a pot with 
sweet 'basil over it. This she keeps wet with hel" tears. The 'brothers 
at last s.teal tb,e basil pot and Isabella grieves to death~ 
Th.is poem was ;vr.i tten. from one of B.occaccig' ~ novels. Keats 
makes ot it a rich ranance; steeped in sorrow, in a1;1, atmosphere of 
s.ensu,ousness.. In his style Kea,ts resorts to the sentimenta,l luxury 
o1' H~~. I:o, gpite o1' this the poem is 1'ille~ with images of beau~y 
which serve. to mask any horror of reality. Exam.pl,es of tb,is are in tb,e 
.s.tan,zas telling of :Lorenzo, the dea.d ;Lover, a,ppe~:,J.,ring to Isabella a.t? 
a gb,ost and speaking to her:. 
··----~-·-
nstrange sound it was, when the pa.le shadow spake, 
.For there was striY.ing, i~ it~ piteous tongue, 
To speak a~ when on ea,xth it was awake, 
,And ;I:sabella. on i. ts music hung! 
~or there was in it; ~d tremulous shake, 
.!.s in a pa.lded Druid's harp unstDUil€;; 
And through it mo~p."d; a. ghostly un,d,er ... song, 
Like hoarse night-gusts sepulchral briars among, 
ttits eyes, though wild, were sti:tl all 0-,ewy b.J:'ight 
With love, aDd kept all phantom :fear aloo:f 
From the poor girl. by magic o:f their light, 
~e while it did unthread the b.o~id woo:f 
O:f the late darken'd time--tb.e murderou§ spite 
Of pride and avarice ... -the dark pine roo:f 
In the :forest ... -~d the sodd;en tur~ed dell; 
Where, ~thout any word, :from stabs he :fell. 
nsa.ying moreover, 'Ise.bel, my swee.tt 
_Red whortle ... berries d;roop above myhead, 
AAd a large flint-stone weighs upon my feet; 
.Around me beeches: and high ehesnuts she<;\ 
Their leaves and prickly nuts; a.. ~e.e.p-:fold bleat 
~ames :from beyond the river to my ~ed: 
Go, shed one te.ar u,pon my heather-bl.o9n+, 
And it shall com:fort me within the tomb~ 
tr ' I ~ &. shadow now, ala13. t alas. t 
Upon the skirts of human nature_ dwelling 
Alone:- I chl3-nt alone the holy m,a.ast 
WAiJ,.e_little sounds o:f li:fe are round me ~e.lling 
And glossy bees at noon do :field~rd pass, 
And many a chapel bell the hour. is tel,ling, 
Paining me. through:: t:P.ose so'llD.ds grow s"t;range 
And thou art distant in Humanity. 
" 'I.daJ,OW. wb.at was, I :feel :full we~l what is, 
.. And I sho'Q.ld rage, i:f spirits cou],.d go mad; 
Though I :forget the taste o:f earthly blis~, 
Tha, t pa,4.e.ne~~. warmfl mY gra,ve, a,~ t}lough I h,ad 
A. ~e~~ph chosen tro~ the bright ~by$s 
'+'Q qe my spou::~e; thy paleness. ~es, Ill~- g~a,d:. 
T}ly bea,uty g~:w~ upon, me; al;ld I .1'e~l 
L~reater lQve through ailmy e.ssence steal~' ~ 
ij 
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The hOJ;.'l'O~ of the apparition i~ ove~come by the rem.embe.red i.Jna.ges 
o:f love. Another ex~ple iS, when Isabella is :frantically digging in 
the grave of her lov~r: 
ush~ ga,~ed into i!he fresh...,thrown mou;Ld, as· though 
On~ glance did fully all, ita !:Secrets tell; 
G,learly she saw, as other eyes would know 
Pa,le. lim:Q13, at bottom of a. crystal well; 
U:pQ:Q. the mu.r~erous spot she seem:' d. to grow, 
Like to a native lily of the dell~ 
Then with her knife~ all ?Udden she began. 
To dig m.ore fe~ven.tly th8ll. misers can. 
ttsoon s,he turn' d up a soiled glove, whereon 
~er silk h&d :pl,ay'd in purple :phantasies.; 
She kiss.'d i1; with a l~p more chill than stone, 
And :put it. in her bosom, whe.re it dries 
And rreez,es. ut~erly unto the bon,e 
Those dainties ma,de to still a,n inf'ant' a c+-ies; 
Then '~ she. wo¥~ again; nor stay'd ~er care, 
But to throw back at timefi her veiling hair.TT 
Ea.ch ~ge of terro!-' hal:l an !=tCCompanying image of beau.ty so that the 
gb,as.tlinesa is received: in in,tense imaginative description, yet is 
not repulsive. E:eats' ability to present reactions of human emotion 
!:l.nd sensation came frpm his imaginativ.e. faculty and sensitive nature. 
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The t;!eD$e impressions in. this :poem are intensified by human and 
dramatic emotions. Sorrowful the :poem is, yet its beauty is enriched,. 
by the sorrow, and the human tragedy ia ~de bea~able by ita sense 
ilqs,gery with its beautiful sign.ificanQe.; ~a,ts, even i~ tragic 
situations, never forsakes the appeal to the senses. Even in Isabella 
he appeals to the sight, he.aring, touch, and. smell~ The elements 
wllich ;ra,ise this. poem from that of sensuous reve:Ung only; are the 
hum,an rea.c:tion and the i.mt;l,gi~ti ve realism.. 
-- 1--- -
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II. HYPERION 
EYperion is a symbolic in~erpretation of life. It is also a 
statement of Keats' views or poetry. In. spite of' the misery in the world, 
the unhappines§ or life, some principle was workin&· toward the perfection 
of 'beauty and goodness. The story opens after the Greek gods, the Titans, 
have been superseded by their children, the Olympians. Hyperion is the 
only e~ception. The main theme is to be the overthrow or Hyperion by 
Apollo, son of Jupiter. 
Keats' first sense image opens the poem~ It ia one of atmosphere, 
of absolute stillness and lack of color, He is picturing the place 
where gray.-haired. Saturn sits arter his defe.a:t;-
"'Deep in the shady sadness of a vale 
Far sunken from the heal thy breath o:f morn, 
Far from, the fiery noon, ani eve' s one 1:rt~, 
Sa.t grey-b,air'd. Saturn, quiet as a atone, 
Still as. the silence round about his lair; 
Fores,t on :forest hung about his head 
Like cloud on cloud. No stir or air was. there, 
Not ao much, lire as on a flUI!lm~r' s day 
Roos not one ligb. t s.eed from, the rea.ther' d grass, 
But whe;I.>e the dead lear fell, there did it rest.~ 
A st:r<3am went voiceless by, still deaden'd mor.e 
By reason or his :fall.en divinity 
Spreading a shade: the Naiad 'mid her reeds 
Press• d her cold finger closeJ;' to her lips~tt 
Absence o:f motion; of light, of' soundt and of' warmth; produce a wonder-
ful er:f.'ect on i:ihe senses that is as. vivid a. picture .as. could be received 
t4rough positive reactions. The sensuous image of' the vale is only 
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part of the effect Keats wished to de~cribe. ·It E:lerves as a, fitting 
scene for Satur~'s unutterable woe and despair. The emotional reactio~ 
is as clear as the Visionary. The next stanza nu:l.kes the image even more 
intense: 
u , • • Upon t~e sod&en ground 
His old right hand ~ay nerveless,, listless, dead, 
Unsceptred; ~d his realmless eyes were closed; 
While his bow' d head se®t' d listenir~g to the Earth, 
His ancient mother, for sane comfort yet." 
Keat!'l' picture o'f the Goddess Thea is as impresf!iVe but more 
majestic than that of Saturn. Cur sense reactions must almost stretch 
themselves to comprehend the size and grandeur and beauty of Thea: 
"She was a God~ess. of the infant world; 
By her in stature the tall Amazon · 
Had stood a pigmy's height: ••• 
. .. . ' 
Her face was large as that of Mem.phian sphinx, 
. . ~ . 
But oht how ~nlike 1ll.8.r,ble wa.s that fa.ce: 
Row beautiful, if sorrow had not made 
$or;row more beautiful than Beauty's self." 
Her voice is heard like the d~ep tones of an organ, and in he;r words to 
Saturn we see another image of him a,nd feel aga,in the l:l,w-fulness of what 
has happened. 
Keats brings i~ his nature images in the fourth stanza: 
"As when, upon a tr~nchd summer-night, 
.Those green-robed senators of mighty woods, 
~1];. oaks, \>ranch-charmed by- the earne:?t stars, 
Dre~, and sp dream.all, night without a: stil;, 
S~;~.ve from one gradual solitary gust 
Which comes upon the silence, and dies off, 
AS if the ebbing air had but one wave:tt 
In this pa,ssage Ke.ats gives one eft:ect after another. Iii is compa.ct 
with sen~ou13nese and mystical feeling. He makes us feel the green 
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of the oaks; see their tallnes~ and superiority; their age; the silvery 
effect of starlight on their branches, and theii' slumberill$ s.tillness, 
with their human-like ability to dream. Through and over it all Keats 
weaves a magical beauty even into the silence. 
The pictures of Thea and Sai;urn in their paf3donate grief apP,eal 
immedi~tely to the senses and to the emotions. This effect is now a 
part. of Keats' artistic ability--that of adding spiri~ual or social 
meaning to the sensuous. 
The next superb picture is that of blazing E:YPerion and his 
palace. The dazzling splendor of his gold abode seems to take on liVing 
colors, burning with ang~r. Even the forms of architecture themselves 
seem to vibrate with emotion and glare Ublooq..,red. tb,rough all its thou-
~a courtstt ~ It is an. l,lUUsual ;;ouch to give ~ deep emotiona,l reaction 
to architectural things themselves even though they are pulsating with 
sensuous color alld form. Usually the res,cUon is only iJ+ the observer, 
but here i 1; fulf:i).l.s a double service , 
The omens WhiCh frighten HyPerion have their o~ special sense 
~gee and reactions. The stanzas and passages reveal over and over 
again Keats' 1ove of the s.en::;uoua, and his own foree and artistry in 
rendering it. In lines begillD,ing at 217 he uites: 
·" • • • On he flared, 
FrO!ll. stately na.ve to nerve, frcan vault to vault; 
Through.bowers of fragrant and enwreathed light, 
And diamond~paved lustrous l,ong arcades, 
Until he reached the great ma.in c.upola; 
There st~nding fierce beneath, he stamped his foot, 
And fro~ the ba~~ents deep to tAe high tower$ 
J!ir~· a his own golden region.,. 
r 
I 
II 
The first book ends with th.e pity of .Goelus for his sons the Titans 
and. with his p;r:epJ.onitions of disaster. to come through the ungod-li~e 
actions of his sons~ 
The second book tells of the meeting of the Titans in a dark den 
" • ·~ • where no insul ti:ng lig4 t 
_ Qould gliinmer on their 1;ears{ • , It ~ tt· 
where the noise of the waterfall drowned their groans. Keats' descrip-
tion of the den i~ tremendous in its realism. The gods assembled there 
are des,cribed in ter.ms fi~ting their personalities. and attituqes. They 
are symbol,ic of life, .bQ.t l,ess beautiful than their conquerors. This i~ 
the mesning that ~ats intends to infuse into the story--that beauty 
shall be superr:!eded by what is more beautiful,· therefore more powerfuL. 
One of t:P.e gods, Ocean,us, expl~ns to the others the reason of 
their dethronement on the principle of evolution. He urges them to 
accept the truth, fUld find comfort in it~ 
l1We fall bY course of Natur~':s law, not ferce,n· 
he tells them• a;nd. eqntinues; 
nNow comes the pain of t~th, to whom ttis pain 
0 follyt ·for to bea.r all naked truths, 
Al+d to .envisage circumstance, all, calm., 
That is the t0p of sove:lleignty. Mark wellt 
As Heaven ~d Earth are fairer, fairer far . 
Than Qhaos. anA blank Darlme~;:~s, though one chief • 
.And as we allow beyond that Heaven a,n,d Earth 
In for.m and shape compact and beautiful, 
In will, in action free, companionship, 
And thousand other signa of purer life; 
So on our heels a fresh perfection treads, 
A power more strong in beauty, born of us 
And. :fated to ex:cel us, as we pass 
In glory that old Darkness.~ nor are we 
Thereby more conq_uer~d ~han by us the ~le 
,, 
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Of E!hapeless Chaps. Say; d0th the dull E!Oil 
Q.uarrel with the proud forests it l:l.ath f'ed, 
And f:eedeth still, more comely than i t13elf? 
Oan it deny the chiefdom of green grove~? 
Or 13hall the tree be envious of tl:l.e dove 
BeC8,use it cooeth, and hath sn0wy wing13 
:r'o ~dar wherewithal and find its joys? 
We lilre such forest-trees, and our fair b0ughs 
Rave b~ed forth~ not pale solitary doves, 
But eagles golden-feather'd; who do towe~ 
.Above us in thei;v beauty, a,ni m~st reign, 
In right therof; for 'tis the eternal +aw 
~at firs.t in beauty sb,ould be first in mightt 
Yea, by t:Q.at law; another race maY drive 
Our conqueror$ to mourn as_ we do now~ 
. . ~ ' 
Becei ve the truth, and let it be your balm. 'r 
The godqesa. Clymene adds her conviction by ~ incident that 
happened to her while playing he:r sea-shell, In words of sense-images, 
appealing to the sen sat ions of f>Ound, frag:r&nce t s.igh i;, ~d touch she 
tells how she was in a beautiful s.pot, playingt when she heard a golden 
:m,elody of enchantment that fell like ttpeEirl bead!3 dropping sudden from 
their string". It mEide her sick of njoy and gri_ef at once"~ She threw 
away her own musical instrument in ac~owlaqgment of more rapturous 
notes; and a voice "sweete:r than all tune 11 cried, ttApollo.n 
Keats' 0wn music is felt throughout. One responds to his actual 
word~sounds as well as to his auditory images. 
Clymene's gentle voice is lost in the booming tone~ of the god 
En,caladus, speaking in wra:bh. Th~se passages give a contraJSt :in. soundt 
and lllB,Y have been part of Keats' te~hnical pattern• Encel,adus tries to 
incite the gods to fight by reminding them of their shame and, brui sea. 
He roars out descriptive, sensuous-appealing words and stingi~ phrases. 
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Hyp~rio:n sudd~nly makes his appeara.mce. His coming brings ~ light 
into the d~k cave; he was a vast shade in the ~idst ot his own 
qr1ghtnes.a. 11 The book closes witn all the gods shouting the name o:f 
Sa;"urn. 
Keats never fini~ed his third book of Hype;rion~ . He lea;ves it 
just at. the poin;b where Apollo realizes t~t he is a god. Apollo, 
the god of poets~ is ~ndering by the side o:f ~ stream in the early 
morning--
1
"FulJ, a:tlkle-~ee.p i:n lilies of the vale;, 
The nightinga,le had cea.~' d, and a few stars 
Were lingering in the heavens, whil~ the thrush 
Becam.e calm-throated." 
In spite of' 13U.spend,ed melody, we h,ear the bird-songs from the sound 
o:f the names. and the remembrance of their music. The "mur.rnu:rous 
n.ois.e o:f waves..'" proQ.uces a.nother sound image~ Apollo; the beautiful, 
is liste:ning to this music t;~.nd, although surrounded by 'Qeauty, he 
weeps., Here is Keats and his belief that 1:10rrow is in the midst of 
beauty, making it more beau.ti:ful. He puts loveliness into his image:. 
''He listen' d, and he wept, and his bright tears 
Went trickling down the golden bow he held,. tt 
.Mhem.os.yne, the mother of the muses, comes to .A.pollo. She asks 
~he cause ol: his grief. In a sudden wave ol: re.membrro.ce, Apollo 
recognizes her and utters her Dl3llle, 
ff , • , while his white melodious throat 
Throb'b'd With the syllables.u· 
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The dejection o:f .Apollo can be take:q as a, likeness to Keats' 
e>wn, It i'olle>wa lteats' thoughts and ~ood-& a~ he gave them to us ill 
various letters and poems. .Ape>llo asks,: 
" • ~ • 0 why should I 
Feel curs' d and thwarted• when tlle liegeless air 
Yields to my step aspirant?" 
He asks Mnemosyne to help him, to 
u· • • • Point me out the way 
.To any one particular beauteous star, 
And I wil.~ :f],i t iD,to it_ with IllY lyre 
.And make its silvery -&plendour pant with bliss.n' 
Then he a,sks an important question: n • · ~ • Wb,ere is power?t.r Mneme~syne 
does no1! an~er, 
"~te thou rema,inest~-mute! yet I caA read 
.A. wondrous lesson in thy silent_ face: 
Kqowledge enormous makes a God of me~ 
Names, deeds, grey legends, dire. events, rebellions, 
Majesties, sO.vra,Ii voices, agoniea, 
Creations and destroyings, all at on.ce. 
Pour into the wide hollows of my brain, 
And deify me, as U' some bl~ the win~ 
Or bright elixir peerless I had ~nk, 
.And so become immortal." 
In agony of spirit and bo(]y Apollo finally stands :forth an immortal god. 
,, 
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CHAPTER VII. 
IDEAL BEAUTY SEEN U'f LA,TER POEMS 
I. THE EVE OF ST. AG.NE$ 
---· --· -·· --·-· --..;,.;::;;;;;. 
It i£1 unanimously ag:pee,d by critics that The ~of ~ Agnt~ 
is Keats' first long :peat). that is co:m:pletely :perfect. The :poem is 
complete ~ :perfect in its for~ and expreaf!ion. It v:Lbrates with 
sen~:~uous iinagery and beauty. Keat$ has achi~ved his utmost in richness 
of color, ha+:mony of' sound, unity of' narrative, sensuous imagery, E~nd 
passionate emotion~ Over it all there is-~he glow of beauty that is 
Kea,ts' only. If there were ever- any doubt of his source of beauty 
springing f'rom his sensations, it should be silenced by The Eve of st ~ 
Agnes. 
The story o-r The Eve o-r st •• .Agnes needs no repeating, for i i; is 
familiar to everyone, a,nd is p:]:'obably better k;nown to more people i;hap, 
a,ny other poem of J"ohn Kea,ts.; What. may be not so well known is t!lat 
Keats, through his observation o-r things, his reactions to their in~ 
pres::~ions, and by appealing to the ,senses, created beauty that is uot 
only sensuous, ~t spiritual, universal, and everlasting. 
By his choice of words and their associations he makes us 1"Elel, 
~ee, hear, ~ell, and ta13te. He bring a from abstract fonn.s a definite. 
concreteness by connecting them with living things; a,nd giving them 
human qualities. With~him we feel the bitter cold outside because o-r 
\ 
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the owl, the hare~ and the sheep; inside, because of. the old Beadsman'~ 
numb fingers and frosted breath and his thought that .the ttsoulptur' d 
dead"t :praying in "dUiqb orat'ries" might ache in t~eir icy hoods aotd. 
mails, 
The Eve of St • .Agnes, is a :poem of :persisting contrasts• In Vhe 
third and fourth st.s.nzas there is :found a contrast between the old 
:p~iest's quarter~ and the rest of the castle. The old man goes on his 
way to si~ alone among cold, dead ashes. The other :part of the house 
was glowing wi tb, Ugh'ti and resounding with music in. anticipation,. o~ th~ 
coming guests. The music is hea,rd by tl+e :priest, giving him an emotioll8,1. 
~ea.ction, not only of response and tem:po.mry enjo;yment, but a sudden. 
remembrance that hi13 li:fe was __ ~lmost o.ver and. this music was not :for him, 
The sounds o:f the mus;f.c itself is heard i:Q.. tones ranging from a soft 
prelude to the blatant noise of the silvert sn.a.rling trumpets. Keata 
draws a sinister· meaning by speaking of the "golden tongue" of the 
revelerEi' music and then, reminding ua that for the :pri,est-"e,lready 
b,ad his deathbell rlm.gtt. Meaning and sound are both, j_)layed against 
each other. 
The ~tmos:phere of feasting and rioting is made stronger by the 
a.n.ti thesis of implication, the symbol of which is, found in: 
ttThe carve~ angels, ever eager-e-yeCl,, 
Star'd, where upon their heads the coJ;'D.ice rests, 
With hair blown. back, ~d wings :put crof!s-wise oA, their 
breasts." 
Keats .h,as :made the image of the outside world serve as a foil for the 
b~illiance and warmth of the image inside with the merry-makers. In a 
I' 
II 
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similar manner he uses the noisy music of. the feast, and the sound of 
the ~t.or.m, as a Gontrast to the tender chords of Madeline's lute~ 
These sounds, recurring, produce a contrast between the attitudes and 
l 
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emot:t,ons of th€) guests and those o:r the lovers, or between sensuousness 
and spirituality. 
Another contrast is seen in the piGture Madeline presents in. the 
hall. All around her are gay women and p;).,umed knights~ with t:tleir 
hatreds and plott:t.ngs and their insincerities. She i~ present "Qut not 
.i,n. spirit. lier whole nature is opposite from these people., Her actions 
give an insight into her feelings ~d cha,ra,cter.. She is thinking of 
the rites of St. Ag:ges. a,nd i$ oQli viou~;~. to the amo:j:oua cavalie+"s paytng 
he;t> court. Again the music enter~;~ into the im,age and m,ood. of the ~cene 
as Madeline's gentle thoughts. are elsewhere: 
ttFull of this whim ~as thoughttui Madeline: 
The music, yearning like a God in pain, 
She scarcely heard.~ 
&:ad anotb.er contras.t of sound denoting emotions is when Madeline sighs 
"amid the timbrels11 • 
When Po~hyro e:gters the castle he knows it is dangerous: 
t'Ji'or him, those chambers held barbarian hordes., 
HYena foemen, and hot-blooded lords,, 
Whose very dogs would execrations howl 
A.gainst his li,neagef not one breast afford.a.. 
Hl~ any mercy, in that. mansion foul, 
Save one old :ll.eldame, weak in body and soul. tt 
A sorry help~ indee~, w.~~ tAe old nur~e in contrast to the foes qf 
Porph¥Xo· 
S.o it il'l that the poem. presents one sensuous image after another; 
======~F=====================================================#~----·-------~ 
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~ull o~ sound, color, motion, wa~th, coldness, and above all h~an 
emotion. 
The climax o~ sense imagery in the poem i~ f'ound in that portion 
dealing with the incidents in Madeline's roam. In order to appreci~te 
fully the images given, one stanza at a time will be tr~ated. 
".A. cas.ement high and triple-arch,' d there w~s, 
.All garlanded with carven imageries, 
Of fruits and ~).owers, and bUnche~ of knot-grass., 
A:nd die;monded wit~. panes of' quaint device' 
Inn;tunera."ble of stains and splend,id <iyes, 
A.s are the tig~r-motb.' s. deep-de;mask' d wings; 
And i~ the midst, tmong thousand heraldries, 
And twilight saints, ~d dim emblazonings, 
~shielded scutcheon blush'd with blood of' queens and kings." 
So clearly and sen~ously does Keat~=> speak that i "!; ha.rdly seems necessary 
to comment upon this except f'or the pur_gose o~ summary. The beauty of' 
the ca.s.ement serves a.s. a f'i tting. frame f'or the more ela.borate images 
within i~. The f'ruits and flowers o~ tne border is a touGh of Keat~t 
1 
nature painting. Claude Finney asserts. that it i13 colorlesa, but one 
cannot J:"ead it without visualizing color, by ~ssociation with the objects. 
Furthermore, it is known that polychrome was us.ed as .an inten.si~ier of 
decoration in medieval times. The delica.teness. as. well as the range ot 
color is in the window pane~=>: 
nrnnumerable of f!tains and splendid dyes, 
As are the tiger-moths.' deep-damask'd wings.~ 
The vapiety of color can also be imagined 1'rom the heraldries~ It i~ 
suqd~ed again, like ~ melody rising and falling, by the sottened tones 
of the "'twilight sa,intsn t and brightens o:rice more in tb.e color of' the 
Cla~O.e L~ F~nn,ey, The Evolution of' Keats' Poetry, p. QQ3. 
,I 
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scutcheon. The sense of sight predominate~ this stanza. 
t~ul,l on this easement shone the wintry moon• 
,4Ild threw warm gul.es on Madeline's fair breast, 
As down she knelt for heaven's grace and boon; 
Ros.e-bloom :fell on. her hands, together pres."ti, 
l!.nd on. her silver cross soft amethyst, 
And o~ her hair ~glory, like a saint: 
She se~'d a splendid angel, newly drest, 
Save wings., :for heaven:--Porphyro gr~w faint: 
She knelt, so pure a thing, so :fre~ from mort~l "\iaint. 1r 
Ill spite of criticism of KeatS, for giving moonlight the power to 
reflect colors, the world appear~ to be g~~etul to him for giving us 
add,ed. beauty a,nd a more delicate picture, of Madeline. Row much more 
alive her handp seem for the ro.se-bloom~ and, what a lovely combination 
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is silver and ~ethyat. Color sensations, :movement; and temperature are 
only part of this picture. ~e emotions, are awakened by Madeline's 
attitude of prayer and her resemblance to an a,n.gel. Porphyro enters 
into a. sha~e of emotional response in watching her. This stan!Za; then, 
carries appeal to the physical senseiS through its. beautiful imQ.ges and 
to this adcls a, spiritual valu~~ 
~Anon his heart revi ve13.:. her vespers don~, 
Of all its wreathed pearls her hair she frees.; 
t[nclasps her warmed jewels one by one; 
J:.oosens her fragrant boddice; by degrees 
Her rich attire creeps rustling to her knees:: 
H~-hidden; like a m.e:rmaid in s.ea.-weed, 
Pensive awb,ile she dr.eams a,wake; and sees, 
In fancy, f~ir St. Agnes in her bed, 
But dares not look t>ehind; or all the cha:t'lll is fled." 
.In the O.escript:i;on given of Madeline's preparation. for sleep 
there is beauty and richness.. Her hair is wreathed with pearls, she 
is wearing jewels, an,d her dress. is of fine silk, These a.re imagel3 of 
s.igb.t, it if} ~rue; bQ.t Keats does not stop there~ Bec~:u.se ~deline's 
======~F=========================================-=-=--==~------- ------
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b,air is. ttwreathedtt with pearls, there is a, rhythm of g:raceful curves in 
the arrangement of them. Her jewels are ttwarmedn py contact wi tl;l their 
owner a;ad in their own colo;r. Fragrant perfume, perhaps from .Ara.by, 
cl,ing&. to heJ.' gown, an:.d as it drops to her knees there is the sound 
of its texture in the ttrustling"; Another image is given when Keats 
compares Madeline, with her robes swirled around her, to a ttmermaid in 
Ria imagination was never static. Images of reality are 
all'!o a foundation, in a, way1 for the abstra,ct image of the pensiveness 
of Madeline and h~r imaginary image of St. Agnes. In one small sta,nza 
there are images of movement, warmth, sight, fragrance, touch, and sound. 
ttSoon; trembling in her soft and chilly nest, 
:In sort. of wakeful !'!WOOn, perple~'d she ~y, 
l,Tntil the pop::gied warmth "of sleep oppress'd 
Her soathed limbs, and soul fatigued away~ 
~lown, like a thought, until the morrow-day; 
Blissfully haven.' d both from joy and pain; 
Clasp' d like a mis·sal where swart Pa.ynims pr~y 
Blinded alike frQ.m sunshine and from rain, 
A~ though a rose should sb,ut, and ~ a ~d a.gain.n 
There are sensations of motion, softness.; coldnel'!s, 1fal"Dlth, light, 
joy, pain, and of moisture condensed in this picture. 
"Stolen to thil'! paradise, a~ so entranced., 
,Porphyro gazed t~,pon :her empty dress, 
An.d listen' d to her ·breathing, .if it chan!Jed. 
T.o wake in]o a slumberous ~nderness.i 
Which whell. he. hef),rd, tha~ minute did he ole~~, 
AnO. breathed himself:. then from the clqset crepcq, 
~o~~~lesa a.s fear in,a. wide wilder:nes~ 
.Al:l,d over the hush'd carpet, silent, stept, 
,And 'twee11 the curtains peep'd, where, 1,ot-l:),ow f'a.~t ~he 
?lept! 11 
linages of sight, sound, motion are in this st~a. The sounda 
are both a.udible a.nd ttnoiseless as fear in a wide wilderness" • 
I 
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ffTh,en by the bed-side, where the faded m,oon 
.. Made a dim, silver twilight, soft he set 
k table, and half anguish'd, threw thereon 
A. cloth of woven crimson, gold, AAd je'ti:--
0 for s~e drowsy Morphean amulett 
T4e ooisterolis, midnight, festive,clarion, 
'1'he kettle""drum., a,nd far-heard clarionet, 
Aff~ay his ears, thoug4 but in dying tone:-
The ha,ll-door ~:~huts again, and all the noise is gone." 
The fir~t two lines are beautiful in their softly fading liBAt 
and silver color. Thes.e are a P+elude to the brilliant colors in. the 
table cover~ Here the il!Bgery of color serves as an increasing crescendo 
to the cl:l.ma:x of the sense of soUD.d heard in. boisterous musi.c of the 
festival below. It fades away as the tension drops. 
~And still she slept ~ ~ure-lidded sleep, 
In bla.nched. line:Q., smooi;h, aE,d lavend~r' d, 
While he !'rom forth the closet brpugh~ ~ heap 
Of candied apple, quincy, and plum, and gourd 
With jellies soother than the creamy curd, 
And l~cent syrppa, tinct with ci~on; 
Manna and dates, in argosy transferr'd 
From Fez; and spiced ~in ties, every one, 
F.rom $ilken S~arcand to cedar' d Lebanon. n 
The Bt:lnsuousness of this stanza :peaches a high pitch. Images of 
color are piled up and the et'fect is. heightened and maintained by images 
of d~ect asaoci~tion in shapes, odor, taste, ~oot~ess, h,unger, and 
thirst; and in indirect association with distance and th.e ro~nce of 
melodious-soun,ding words .as "'dlkeJ:+ Sam,arca:o,d to cedar' d Lebanon,". 
The melody o:r· sound is doubled by i:l;s verbal tone~'~ and its rich asso9ia-
tion by suggestion~ 
Not only j,s the.re magnificence i,n t:\le objects o! the feast 1 tael:f, 
bllt al.s.o iA the color and brilliance of the diahea that. cont.ain them a,s 
is seen by the s~~as that follow this on~. 
il I 
I 
I 
• 
,tt A...ro.k~11ing up, b;e took her hollow lute,--
. Tum.ultuous,--.and, in !'he>rQ.a that tenderest be, 
Re play'd an ancient ditty, long since m-q.te, 
In Jj'rov~nce call' d, 'I4 belle dame sans mercy: ' 
Close to her ear touching th.e. melody:--
Wherewith disturb'd, she utter'd a ao~t moan:-
H~· q~ased--ahe paated. quick--and suddenly 
Her blue aff+ayed eyes ·wide ope~ shone: 
Up~m hi!'k ~ee13c he sank, pa,le as smooth~sculptul;'ed atone." 
Having prepared a feast worthy of his beloved, Porphyro wishes 
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to awtike~ hel' t.o the re~liz.ation of his lQve, ip. the presence of beauty. 
He plays on he],' lute melodious tones that drift into her dr.eams a.n,d 
~ouse her to Mlf conS!ciousnesi'J. 
In sta~af! thirty.-. tow: ?,D.d thirty-ti ve, Madeline confuses the. 
l'eal Porpb;yro with the j,ma.ge of her dr®Jn, but oy ap11ealing to him. ll.e 
as.s.um.es the Il).ore S);liri t.ue.l a1;t~ tude of the. imagined ;love+~ 
»Beyond a mortal-man impe.ssion'd tar 
. .A.t these voluptuous. aQQents, ~e arose, 
~ther.eal, flush'd, 8.P,d Uke a throbbing sta.i' 
~een 'mid the sapphire heaven's d...eEi!ll repose; 
~to ,b.er dream hs melted, a.s the :rose 
Blendeth its odour with the violet,-
Solution t=tweet:- meantime the frost-wind bl,ows 
Like LO.ve' s al.arum, pattering the sb,arp slee1i 
Against the window-panes:. S.t. Agnes' moon hath .set." 
Keatai beauty of concrete objects is exq_uisitt:llY given here. 
Its color, its odor, ~d its action makes the impli.ea et4erealiam and 
idealism more be~utiful and ~ecur~. Th~n, ~Ei though Keat~ were awakening 
the ~ove~f! to 13,. co:nsciousnest.:~ of the mo~ali ty of human ~ppiness, he 
'Qrings ip, ~he ha.~shnee;e; o:e the sounds g:t the ~tonn outside, warns them 
t~t they must hur~ away fram the hat+ed and lovelese;ness of the castle. 
Da:rkn,ess com,es quickLy, ,bringing into ~a+J> l;'elief the remembran~es of 
the ·glow and beauty of the a9enes i:n the chamber just as the e;tonn 
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coni;rrurh with the soi't melodies ot love. 
The same technique of' playing one ef':fect against another is 
continued to the end. The~ love~s e13cape :from the drun.lcen, sleeping 
crowd into the storm o~tside--then q~ietness, gentleness, and ~obility 
o~ cha~cter cop.t~asts wiiih the rtbloat.ed we,ss.aillersrt in a E!tonny attnos-
pher~. 
The unity of the poem is borne out again in the last stanza 
where, in the ~to:nn-s.urro1:l.llded castle, death te,kes the old, forgotten 
priest a,nd the 1~:palsy-tw1tch f dfti Angela. wt of' this heartlessness the 
lovers escape, but e.ven as theY are rushing away to new life we i'eel 
the same iciness, the same emotional depths are reached, and the same 
morbidness of' sound is heard in the last stanza that pervaded the 
beginn,ing of' the story. 
nA+ld they a:re gonE!: !3.y, ages lE)ng ago 
.These ],overs i'led away into the 13tor.m~ 
That night the Baion dreamt of many a woe, 
And all his warrior-guests W;i. th $hade and :form. 
Ot witch, a)Jd demon, and large coffin-worm, 
were long o.e-nigh;tm,a,:red~ .Angela the old 
J)ied palsy-t;wit.bb,' d, ~ tb, meagre i'ace deform,; 
The Eeadsm,an., ai'ter thousand aves told, · 
Fo:J,"" aye llUE!Ought-,.f'or sl-ept among his ~she13 cold,"' 
Kea,.ts' achievement of physical sensations and imagery in The Eve 
--------
of'. St; Agnes is remarkable• He appeals to every sense i~ every way that 
we know. Hif! sensuous bea;u,ty is ricJ:mess magn.i:fieO. PY associations. 
1Iis deeper meanings are :round in character, ide~J,ism~ fipiritualism, all.d 
ll,;um~:p, re.J.ations. Instead of' a decrease. in the use of the sen.se impress-
iQn~, 4e show~ an increase vastly superior to that of his i'irst poem13. 
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The quality~ :nowever, present$ a refinement--in expression B.Il.d meaning. 
Here there i~ an ideal quality, a human significance, B.Il.d a deeper 
anot ional value • Sensuous beauty b made to serve its higher fonn.--
ideal beauty. 
II. g_ BELLE D.AME SAN MEB.CI 
Into this ballad Keats pours a symbolic representation of life 
z 
and love. Mia~ Lowell denie$ the fa,ct that it is autobiographical, 
although other ~choJ,.a.rs ha;.ve always. thought so. Critics seem. to a,gree 
3 
with her tha ~ it is one of the ttf'ine st poems in all literature. tt 
The story is produced by i!lJ,e!.gery and symbols. The knigh-t is 
d,escrib,ed by im~es of nature in autumn. The lady is described in 
more concrete images: 
~Her hair was long, he+ foot was light, 
. And her eyes were wil.d·"' 
T:O.e enthr:alment of love is to],d by the actions of the knight and lady. 
The knight's dream is a ~bolic image of the destructive influence oi' 
love. 
M:ost of the concrete. image~ in this. poem,, though they a.ppeal to 
the senses have an indirect meaning. They a;~:e symbolic oi' something 
else a:nd produce that something by suggestion. This is a high a,rt and, 
proa,u~es a.n atmosphere that is different trom direc.t i~!es. Wit4 all 
its s.ym,bolism it has a deep sensuous and emotional appeaJ,. 
2 
Am.y LoweLl., J'ohn Keats, VoL II, p. 225. 
3. d I:bi . , P. AZo. 
'I 
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III. ODE TO PSYCHE 
----
The Ode to :Psyche eontainl!l much aenauous beauty of Keats' maturer 
work. There is however some of his earlier habit of using too luxuriap,t 
words and phrases. There does not seem vo be apy reaso~ why Keats 
should have reverted to this former habit. The images of beauty it 
contt;J.ins make one forget the ove:r;--indulgence. In the firs,t stan?<a Keats. 
invokes the Goddess to he&r him. Some of' the too~·.s.weet phrases referr-~d 
to above are used here. Keai;s has seen. Psyche in 13. forest. The na.tu~ 
s_c~ene is typical of Kea.ts' love for natural objects. He sa:w two fair 
Qreatu~s· 
1t • • • couched, side by side 
~. deepest grass, .beneath the whisp'ring roof' 
Of leaves and t:rembled blossoms, where there ran 
A. brooklet, scarce espied.u· 
Then follows o~ of' the loveliest lines in the poem: 
"' 'Mid hush' d, cool-rooted flowers, tra~ant-eyed," 
and then their colors, 
"1:3lue, silver-white, and budded Tyrian." 
The beauty of these lines comes frO!n their teeming sensuousness: and their 
condensed essence of' mE:~aning. Images of' touch; sound, motion, sight, 
coolness, odor, and color are all there. 
Next there are images of' touch when Keats describes Psyche and, 
Cupid s.lee.ping on the bedded graa:s-.. One example is found, in: "'soft-
handed slumbern. .An. instance of' b,is early expressions is seen in: 
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tt:A..t tender eye-dawn of aurorean. love~ n 
The third ~tanza contains images contrasting ~yche's beauty to 
"Fairer than Phoebe's sa:p:phire-.region'd star, 
O:v Vesper, ~orous glow-worm of t:Q.e sky." 
Then Keats gives :pictures ot the Greek temples and rites :performed, tor 
the godd,es~es .• 
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The closing ata~a is so a.bundant with sensuou~ess, with beauty, 
Md high emotioi+ that i~ can bear quoting. Images appealing to the 
sense of sight; sound; color, softness, light, and shade make this 
passage essentially sen~Suous, but· at the same time highly ims,ginative 
and emotional. 
"'res, I will, be thy priest, and build a fane 
. In sorp.e untroddelJ, region ot my mind, 
Wltere branched 1ihoughta, new-grown with :pl,easant :pain, 
Ill.stead ot pines $all murm,'IU' in the wind: 
Far, far around ~hall those dar}c ... cl,uater' d tree.s. 
J!'le.dge the wi~d-ridged mop.ntains ~eep by !'it(:!ep; 
And there by Zi,ephyrs • st:peams, and birds, SIJ.d bees, 
The .moss-laj,lJl Drya,d~ !=ih&.ll be lull' d. 1io ~leep; 
And, i~ the midst of this wi_de quietness 
.A. rosy sl(l.nctuary wi;Ll I dreas. 
W'i th the. wrea.th' d trel],.is ot a working brain, 
~i th buds. • and. bel~, and stars. without a n.a,me. 
With a.ll the gardener Fancy e'er could f!:lign, 
Who b~eding flowers, will never breed the same~ 
.And the:pe shall be for thee all s.ott delight 
That ahadowy thought can win, 
A. b~ight to:r:ch, and a casement ope at. night, 
To let, th.e wann. Love in:"' 
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The reason for presenting the Ode in ful.l is not because there 
is any doubt as to its familiarity--the good tas.te oi' the reade+> would 
not be so q,uestione~--but to .b,ave befors. the eye its loveliness, an,d 
to hear again its e:x:quisi te music. Beautiful thing~:~. remain beautiful 
to us always, and the greater. the work of art, the more often we see 
or heal.' it, the more we come to appreciate its greatness and the more 
profound. wi 11 be our onene sa. with it. 
ttT.ttou still unravish • d bride of quietness, 
.. Thou foster-child of silence and slow time, 
Syl'{an historian, who canst thus express 
.A. flowery tale more swee,tly than our rhy.me: 
What leaf-fring'd legend haunts about thy shape. 
()f deities or mortals, or of both, · 
In Tempe or the dales of Arcady? 
What men or go.ds are -these? Wha;~ ~idens lotll? 
What mad pursuit? What s,truggle to escape? 
What pipes a.nd tinihre~.? What wild ec~:~ta.sf? 
nHEI~~ melodies are s.weet, but those unheard,· 
,)J.;re sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play on; 
Not to the sensual ear, ~t, more end~ar'd, 
Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone: · 
Fair youth, beneath the trees, thou Can&t not leave. 
~y song, nor ever can those. trees be·b~e; 
Bold Lover, never, never carisil thou kiss, · 
Thpugb. winning near the goa.),_-....:.yet, do not grieve; 
She c~ot fade, though thou hast not thy bliss, 
_ .:~Pr ever wil;~ tho'!l love, ~d she be t'~:rt 
·."'> 
Jt,.Ah, lla,ppy, ll.appy bough, a! tba t caDD.ot shed 
~-~!DW: l~e;v~s, nor ever bid the Spring a.dieu; 
,!AS!-, h~P:;:>Y' melodist, unwearied1 
-l:'P+ ever piping songs t'ol.' ever new,; 
~xe happy love! more ~p-py, hap~y love.! 
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Fo~ eve~ warm and still to be enjoy'd., 
For ever panting, and for ever young; 
411 b~eathing hum~ passion fa~ above, 
':{'.ha.t leave~ a hea:rt high-sorrowful and c].oy'd, 
A burning forehead; and a parching tongue. 
1~o are these coRd~ to the sacrifice? 
.T.o what green altar, 0 mysterious priest, 
Lead'st 'thou that heifer lowing at the ~kies, 
And ~l her silken flanks with garlands drest? 
What little town by river or sea shore, 
Or mounta.in-built with peaceful cita.del, 
Is emptied of this folk, this pious morn? 
And, little town, thy a,treets for evermo~ 
W.;i.ll silent be; a.nd not a soul to te:+l 
~Y thou ~t desolate, can e'er return, 
no A.ttic sb,ape~ Fair attitude! with, b;rede 
9f .marble men .. and maidens overwrought, 
With 1'orest br&nches and the trodden weell; 
T4ou; silent fonn., dost i;ease ua out of thought 
A& dotll. eternity: ·cold Pastoral! 
When old age shall thb Keneration waste, 
~o~ ahalt remaill, in midst ot other w~e 
:!:han ours, a: friend to ma;n, t.o whom thou aa:y' st, 
!Beau.ty i£; truth, t~th beauty,' --that ia all,.. 
Ye know op. earth, ·S::Dd. all ye nee~ to know." 
One ot the chief elements_ that give~ a great work ot 8.+'t value 
i~ its permanence. This is true of Keats' Ode as poetry, and the very 
thing tll.at Keats discovered in beauty and art. Ele makes it the theme 
of' this .song. It becomes so vi ta,l :t:or him that beauty, as $UCh, is 
truth. Nothing ephemeral has much valuei the~efore, Kea,ts, because he 
had found th,e penn,anence of beauty, had worshipped the principle of 
beauty l.n ~l things, and. because he knew that this principle never 
varied, was certain of ~e fact that beauty a,s truth was. immortal. 
He writes his conviction to.Haydon: "Jam. ~ertain of' nothin~S bu.t the 
holiness. ot the Hea:r.-t' s a,ffection~ and t:ne ~r'!J,th of Imagination. What 
4 
the Imagination ~ei2.lef! a$ Beauty must be Truth,'' And to his brother 
b,e writes that he could tt·never feel ce:rtain of any truth, but from a 
. 5 
clear perception @f ita Beauty,~ 
JCeats knew that in true ;:triJ the muvability of beauty can be 
given immortality. He knew that abstract forms of art, ccming from 
a.ctual iml'lges, . can be more beautiful and certainly more permanent tham 
the objects themselves.• A. 13pecial moment in time 11:! perpetuated by the 
artist for eternity. This moment of ar;re&ted motion comes just before 
the consummation of an a,ct and is more exa,lted in its invoked a,ntici-
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pation. The world of art is more bea,utiful tha,n:. the wo;rld o"f reality. j, 
All extraneous and irrelevant things are missing. Beauty predominates; 
so therefore order exists, .QE!cause the principle of beauty is founded 
on order. 
Keats immediately connects the G:recia.n urn with the immortality 
of art and especially with Greek art wit}J. its quiet grandeur: 
"Thou s.till unravished bride of quietnef!s, 
Thou fol'fter-child or silence a!4 slow time•"' 
Pa;rt of the decoration suggests to Keats images of mortals and gods 
from solll!3 Greek legends. BY' a series of questions he presents thes.e 
legends of the imagination to us by images of sight, ao~d, and motion. 
Melodies to the physical ear are sweet, put. far sweeter are those 
which a,re he~d by the mind. The Poe'!~' s emotional reactions to the 
4 
Letter to Haydon, (November 22, l81'7). 
5 
Letter to George and Georgiana K:ea-t;s, 
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physic~l sounds or melody can be converted into abstract forms of 
reality which have a higher value in art than the concrete forms. These 
tran~cend the physical and appeal to the spirit. Such melodie~ ~e 
ideal and eternal. Kea,ts felt this way 'whenever he saw the Grecian urn. 
He heard these immortal melodies and has perpetuated their sounds in 
our imagination through his work of art. 
To the youth under the trees, that will never be bare, and to the 
lovers, Keats endqws the same irnmortali ty. Their moment will go on for 
all time. The images ot the senae of sight; ~ound; and bea,uty appeal. 
to ~~ directly because of their sensuousness, because of their meaning 
and endurance in tim€). 
The happiness ofothe people on the urn is assured forever. They 
will not die or fee;l the futility or earthly t)tri ving. The contrast 
between trant)itory human 1ove and that of the love~ earved on the urn 
is presented by images Of warmth, motion, and thirst. They are intensely 
sel),sUOU!S. and ful.l of pas!3ionate emotion. 
The fourth stanza contains visual i:m.a,ges of peace, silence, and 
color; sound, and touch :images. The scene presentt) another episode 
taken. rrom GreE!k life and ma,de everlasting by the artist. Its connota,-
tions are deep as representing the spiritual side of life, its mysteriOUA 
pacririces, its serenity, a,nd its silences. 
Keats speaks collectively of the images on the urn in the fin.a,l 
ste,nza. Then he tells what its. value to future gene;r~J,tion~ will be, 
w.hat its meaning will hold for them. · The last stanza shows a unity or 
fo;rm in the :poan by relating it to the first stanza.. Keats, in the 
----------- ---------
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beginning, caJls.. the urn, the 
n , • • foster-child of silence • • • 
. Sylvan hi~torian, who canst thus ex;press 
A flowery tale m,ore sweetly than our rhyme, rr 
and in i;he last st~mza he again write~ as though the urn, although 
a,ilent, could speak: 1tThou, silent fo~, shall remain tt • • . rT . . ~ • a. 
friend to man, to whom thou sa,y'st, 
'Beauty is truth, truth beauty.' ff 
Keats b,as given the sound of speech to a. silent object~ 
This. poem i,s ~ culmination of Keats' evolution in thought of 
beauty. He began his career by using purely transitory sense ima,ges 
that contain beauty. Then he fo:rmulated his ideas. of beauty by gradually 
f!eeing the principle of beauty in a.l~ things up to his statement: ttWb,a t 
the IJ:n&gination seizes {I.S Beauty must be Truth. tt This did not. come to 
him through the avenue of philosophy or reason, but rather through his 
a,ens.ations, intuitions and imagi:na tion. Only an artist would came to 
that conclusion from the reactions. of his own nature, and from the 
serenity of Greek beauty. In Hy'perion he makes the poet Apollo supreme 
over others by his greater beauty and power to "hear all llaked truths, 
8.)ld to envisage circumstance, all ca,lm.u Tb,at wa.s the avenue through 
which Ocel;l.nus wandered to neternal truthtl. 
Keats A;:>sociated reality with truth. T9 him a bef,l.utiful thing 
was a thing of reality. It was as necessary to life as breathing and 
seeing. And it must. be; real. From this he came to the conclusion 
that, if properly presented, what was necessary and real must be beauti-
ful. Thus we see that Keats developed from the idea of beauty as pure 
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~ensation, to beauty as Truth. 
Even though Keats states his principle that Beauty is Truth, 
he is also stating that beauty is penna.nent. This is a reversion to. 
his principle in Endymion: n·A thing of beauty is a joy forever. tt He 
emphasizes this over and over in Ode on a Grecian Urn: ttFor ever wilt 
---.-- . 
thou love, and she be fair, tt and ttFor ever piping songs for ever new, n 
~d again:- n:rror ever warm," a,nd "For ever panting, and for ever young. n 
Bo, forevermore, will beauty touch our senses and our minds. 
Ther+ Keats sums up the truth about the everlastingness of a great 
work of art: 
ttThou sb.alt remain. u 
V--. ODE O:tf :MELANCHOLY. 
Keats expreases his :feeling that real Melancholy is not found ~n 
sa,d thing~'> th~elves; but in the heart of beauty and every joy. As 
compare.d to the everlastingness of the beauty created by the mind or 
the beauty of great art, Kea,t.s :feels that the mortality of physical 
beauty causes sadness. 
The :first st~a gives sensuous images of the thing~ in nature 
that woul,d release one from the pangs of melancholy. They appeal ·to 
the taste, sight, touch, and motion: 
!tNo; no, go not to ;Lethe; ·:neither twist 
Wol,:P s,..bane, tight,roo.ted, :for its poisonous wine; 
:Nor' ~ffer thy pale forehead to be kiss' d, 
By nightshade, ruby grape of Proserpine~ 
Make not your rosary of yew-berries, 
Nor let the beetle, no~ the. death-moth be 
--------- -·-·-
YoU+ Jl+Ournful J;>syche , nor t.he downy owl 
A. part:Ael.' i~ your sorrow's Igysteries; 
For sba,de to shade will come too drowsily, 
And drown the wakeful allgUish. of the soul. n 
ICeB,t!> implores us not to use these methods because they will. 
. . 
11drown. t~ w~eful angubh of the soul. If He suggests turning to beau. ty 
for hypnosis of sor~ow, Here is a poet so sensitive to beauty that he 
would not dull, in this way, his capacity of feeling to the utmost the 
tt:a,nguish of the soultt iil:l.at so:m,ething which is almost too beautiful to 
bear can. p;roduce, 
ttBut when the melancholy fit shall fall 
Sudden from heaven like a weeping cloud, 
That fosters the droop-headed flowers all, 
And hides the green hill in an April shroud; 
Then glut thy sorrow on, a mo;rn.ing rose, 
Or on the rainbow of the salt sand-wave, 
Or on the wealth of globed peoniesl 
Or if thy mistress some rich anger shows, 
Emprison her soft hand, and let her rave, 
And feed deep, <l,eep upon her peerless eyes.,. 
These beaut.iful objects appeal to our senses~ His own th.ought tb,at 
soi?:ow enhances beauty is s.trongly fe:).t;. 
Melancholy d.wel.ls with mortal beau:ty, with joy, aa;d with. pleasure 
in the temple o:f delight. Only he who can 1iaste joy to the :full and 
even pa~s beyond th13.t can feel the sad.nes.s of melancholy, .the melan.choly 
of evanescent beauty. But his ability to Perceive must pe so profound, 
his suffering so great, ~d his capacity an.d appreciation so fine, that 
he alone can taste the ~dness of her might, To all others the sur:face 
be~uty of physical things will suffice to drive away melancho~y. 
"Sh~ dwell~ with Be~u.ty,..-Beauty that must die; 
And ~oy, whose hand is ever at his lips 
Bidd~ng aqieu.; and aChing Pleasure nigh, 
TUrning to Pois<r>n while the bee-mouth sips~ 
Ay, i~ the very temple of deligh~ 
!'"eil' d Melancholy has her sovran shrine, 
Though seen of none save him whose strenuous tongue. 
Can burs.t J"oy• s grape against his palate fine; 
His ~oul sball taste the sadn.e~:~s of her might, 
And be anx>ng her cloudy trophies hung.n-
His :l,.mage of J"oy, with his hand at his lips, is like seeing actuality 
before u.s~ 
Keats• innate sensuousness is. supreme il\. his illlages of taste ii+ 
the pas sage:: 
n· ~ ~ " him. whose strenuous tongu,e 
. Can burst J"oy' s grape against his pa],a te fine.''" 
He makes us. ac~al+y feel the tension of the grape, its bursting; and 
the taste of its Juicy lusciousness.. A,ction is involved, as well as 
touch also~ 
VI~ _OD_E _TO_. A .:;;;N.:::.XG.;;;;;RI'=IN;.;.;G;;;;;JU.E=· .
The opening stanza of the Ode to a Nightingale is a clear state-
m.ent of the fact pointed out i1.1, the above connnentf! OI\. the ~to Melan-
c;holy:: that absolute beauty will often cause the heart to ache--not 
be~u~e of its elemental beauty, but because its degree of loveliness 
is too great~ too overwhelming. 
The senses. react to the feeling of pain, taste, f~tigue, joy, 
motion, color, shade, and song. The sensations are all given in ten 
J,ines, out the acccm;panying emotional reactions and imaginative beauty 
are a,s "n..umberlef:)s"· a.s Keats' ~shadows" • 
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In the Elecond ste,nza there a:re s.ense images of !"O g:reat a beauty 
~nd so much serumousness that we are ca:rried with the poet into the 
atmosphere which he creates. It is no ordinary wine that he longa i'or, 
but even though it has been ncool' d ~ long a,ge'' in the actual earth, it 
has associations with Flora and the poet's fountain on Mount Helicon. 
T.hEl. sen.se of taste ha.s never been pre.sented m.o:re im!3.gi:l;.1.ati vely or the 
image of wine more a,etual;Ly a.nd richly colored than in this stanza. 
Through the magic of this wine Keats wiShes to escape with the night 
from the world with its frustrations into an ideal world. 
The nightingale's world woul-d. ma.ke ~aat.s forget the sorrow oi' hif! 
actu~l world. lie longed to escape i'rom its pa.in where "youth growe :pale, 
a,~d e-pectre-thin, ap.d d~e-S, '' and where "Beat~.ty cannot keep her lustrous 
eyes." Keats was remembering hi~ brothe:r Tom's death, and also thinking 
oi' his unsatisfied love tor Fa;nny Brawne• The sense images in thi.s 
third stanza a:re filled with grief and sail- em.otion • 
. In the fourth. and f11'th .stanza.s the .wings of :Poesy take Keats 
away a.nd he describes the nightingale's world, which is Keats' world of 
Ideal Beauty. As would be expected 1ti th Keats; it is ruled over by the 
Q.Jlee.n-Moon. There follows an exquisite description in .sensuout::~ images 
of the beauties around him. Through sight, 13mell, 1:1,nd sound we see 
wllat Keatf3. guesses. 
In the sixth .sta,nZia Keats is brought ba,.clc to reality by the 
nightingal~' s song. He is listening and feels that :p.ow nmere tha.n ever 
seems it r.ich to die." The sound images are heightened by the elevation 
I 
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of thought in the ec~t~sy of the bird. 
The immortal song of' the inn:n,ort.a.l Bird brings a sharp contra~.t 
tq the sad mortality of man and se~uous beauty. At the ~e time it 
remind~ u~ of the fact tb.a,t immortal things. al,'e th,e aam,e to all gen~ra,.-
tiona, that in spite of the passing of man great art lives on forever. 
This sta,n~a, vindicates the premise of this thesis that through sensuous 
beauty Keats makes us realize Ideal Beauty and its immortl3.lity~ 
A more beautiful, passage scarcely can be found for beauty and 
poignan9y..:.,.df t}+ought than the sestet of' the aevent:Q. stanza~ It combines 
a visual picture of human sadness and an immortal melody of song with 
a se~uousness that is J.,ofty and yet simple. 
"Perhaps th,e self-same song tb!tt found a path 
Through the sad heart ot Ru~h, when, sick for home, 
She 13tood in tear~ amid the alien. corn; 
The sam,e tbat oft-times hat.ll 
Oha~'d magic casements, opening on. the foam 
Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn. tt 
To Kea t a' ~t may we apply the tenn that is given to Greek art; ttA 
quiet gran,d,eur a.nd a, noble simplicitY•"~ 
The Od,e to Autumn ~s the result of Keats' senattou~ reactions 
after a, co~try walk on a warm September day. It is all sensation ~d 
imagil:lation,~ There are no th,oughttul questions raised or any intrusion 
of personal feelings. It is purely a sensuous picture ot beautiful 
nature. Its clarity of images continues ~o the last line. The sense 
impressions come through the avenues of the eyes; nose, ears, and s~in. 
T~e first line appeals to the eye and nose: 
".Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness. 1'" 
The mellowne?s of the fruit can be smelled as well as seen, and we 
~lmost see an English mist. In the fifth verse we can see a heavily 
l&den apple tree resplendent with its lUscious red fruit. 
"To smell the gourd, and plump the h~zel shells 
With ~:~. sweet kernel, 11.' 
has almost a sound of quick action in its visual image. The bees hum 
lazLJ,r over the flowers: 
"For Summer has o'er-brimmed their clammy cells."" 
The second stl'l,nza is so complet.e in iroa.ges and personification 
that it appeals for itself directly to .i;he senses. 
8&3 
"Where are the songs of Spring?"" the poet asks, and this immedi-
~tely bring!'l up a picture of tender, cool, greenness in contrast to 
Autumn's warm gold. Color; melody; touch; motion; and sight are the 
impressions brought to the senses in the remainder of the last stan-
z.a. The prevailing color-tone of this ode iEl that of soft, warm gold, 
mellow, yet clear. It is relieved by bright touches of red here and 
there; and made more vital by the sounds of nature. 
Keats has achieved a unity, a growth, a,nd an abiding principle 
of ideal beauty in hil3. later work. 
I 
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VIIl. 
Altho~~b this uonnet wa s ompo ad in April, 1819, it is bein , 
p oed late in tW. paper b&otJU' e eats revi tj 1t in 1820. ile 
on board ship bou.nl fOI' Ita.l. he copie the :tevised ~zn rnoro b u 'biful 
version in volume o~ s a1e ~peru.-a ich he ba given to S v rn. This 
sooo t hue beoo a tor u~ one t t 111oet beuuti tul in our laJl6ue.ge. 
I does not b CiDe lass so from repea.tiug. 
~Bright tar, woulj I fier ste ' taet tnou art--
Not in lon s~l n OUI' hu a loft t e ni·ht 
An we toning, i -.h ete~.:nal litis p rt, 
Lh:e .nature'e patien t , leeple s .l!;r te, 
mo•i ater th ir priestlike taek 
or pure ablution round rth's human bores. 
Or az1 on the new oft-t llen ok 
Of anow upon the mountains nJ the moor --
o--yet still ste~ast, till uncnan e ble, 
Pillow'd u~n my fair love's ripeniu brea s 
o feel tor ever 1ts ott t 14 d well, 
Awake tor ever in a eweet unrest, 
Still, till to h ar h r ton er-ta en br · t, 
And so live ever--or else swoon to death." 
!he first visual sense-i e 1 ha. t ot the orth .~t r. a t , 
in wr1ti to his broth r Tom, June 2b-27, l 1~ . pointed out th symbolic 
at adtas aes in ~he star. e pa sa~ fr hie letter is 
eo finely expressed and the 11 ao incorporated in his sonnet that 
it will be well 'to mention it here. K t w viaitine the laki country 
wrote the l tter, and hs seen inde ere. or which h writes: 
"The two liews we have of it a r ot the moat noble t n r-
n s - ey can never tade awa~--they ake one for t the divi-
sions ot life; age, youth, poverty nd riches; d refine one's 
• 
sen~.ual Vlslon into a f).ort o:r north s.tar which can never Qeaae 
to be open li~d~d and sted:rast over the wonders of the great 
Power."' 
The flense of J:~ight travels a longer distance by the use of the 
word ttalo:t"ttt i:o, the second line; The·sensuous image of netern~l lid~ 
apart" gi'Vel3. a de:t"inite human touch to the star as ttnature's patien~, 
1:3,leepless Eremi te 11 ~ an,d by the visual image o:t; the task o:r ablution 
strengthens the simile. 
The mountains and ~ow, o:r course, are visual images, but there 
90 
is a sense o:r touch and temperature too in the seventh and eighth lines. 
The last five lines are as sen13uous as any can b~, but they are 
refined by the noble sentiments of pure love and the steadfastness an~ 
unchangeableness. symbolized by the North S,tar •. 
~eats took a sensuous. image, found i~ it ~ymbolic meanings and 
applieq those meani~ga to. his own feelings and experience~ He enriched 
its already lofty sentiments through his intense love for Fanny Brawne, 
and a desire for its sublime continuance • 
OEWTER TIII. 
S.E&SUOUSNJ!SS -NEVER LOST 
~t r~ In parts of the story of Lamia Keats employs, or rather 
~lips b~ck into~ the manner o:f· Runt 1 s sentimental and too"" sweet descll'ip ... 
tiona. In the ma,jority of the pas~;~ages, however, his maf3teriful handlil1l,g 
o:f sense reactions produce images as sensuous and appealing, as brilli-
antly colored an~ a~ highly emotional as a~y other pa,$sages in his 
work~ Wllat is l.e.cking iJ;J a nob.leness of thought, an intellectua,l and 
spiritual value that had, become a part of Keat~ 1 later poetry. It wa,s 
ata.ted i~ the beginning of this paper t~~ Keats contin~ed his sensuous 
poetry all through his caree~. He wove into his; more mature work an 
image o"f ideal beauty giving it a more vital meaning and a truer valu~. 
Th~ poetry of Lamia, except for its aupe cra,ft~aP,ship, is similar to 
his ear.ly work i~ its appeal to the senses without~ ~ustaining ideal~ty. 
Th~ for!'lst scene in the beginning o"f the poem is a beauti-ful 
exa,mple of Kea,ts 1 a,b.ili ty to please the ey!'l with shades a:o,d tones o"f 
colors found in na,ture and in jewels, The description of· the serpent 
is too well known to repea,t. In n,o other poem has Keats concentrated 
e:·. all his powers of fla~ing co. lor than here. Like Lamia. hersel-f, it 
palpitates with dazzling richness. The ey!'l a.:J.most blinks in reality 
at the se.naatio:o, of ~o much splendor. In the passage: 
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tt ~ • • the words ~)le ~p~;~.ke. 
. Qame, a,s through, bu'b bling honey" 
there is the ]ieaQtio:p, to sight, sound, taste~ and motion. 
The. next intense de~cription is when ~a is transformed from 
a, sna.ke into a wanan~ Here, again, Keats ha.s exerted all his genius 
to give a moving, writhing, flaming picture or pain, interwoven with 
relief: by beauty a.nd color. 
A sensuous atmosphere continues in the woodland scene where 
Lamia. w:aits for Lyqius. In the ninth stanza is given a. picture of 
Corinth in which we hea.r the sounds or talking; of muttering, like a 
tempest; or feet s4u~fling; ~d see lights flowing and sha.dows moving 
on the walls. 
Pa.rt Il~ The :first stanza. or Part II is the type of poetry 
:;Keats learned from HUnt! The rest is done in Keats' better technical 
style. The sumptuousness of the pa,lace ~d the marriage feast is 
given in images of colo~, odor, line, sound, motion, softness, taste, 
space, a,nd lignt. The poem ends on a note of bewildered f~str~tion. 
From the foregoing poems it may well be said that Kea.ta, ~;~.s _a 
. 
poet, b.eheld beauty w:ith t'the eye or the mind", a,nd his images. of 
beauty we:re in t:puth ttrea,l,i ties"; for, a,ccording to Plato, he ®d 
l 
n • • • hold not of SJl im!'lge but of a reaUty,"_ 
If, a.s he thought; his name was "writ in w.atertt, we have~ come 
to know that. its qryst.al springs. f'low forever into the fountain of 
Eter!ia.l Beauty, 
1 
Plato, Symposium, Jowett's translation, Vol~ I., PP• ~81-2. 
I 
From a study of Keats' poetry it is evident that he reacted to 
Aense impressions from his e~liest wor~ to his latest, but that he, 
in h.il3 maturer work, added an intellectual and spiritual value which 
devel9ped with .b,is theory ·of ideal beauty. Due to his inheritance and 
early associations and also his love of nature, he developed a sensi-
tiveness, of a very high degree, to everything around him. Beauty be-
cwne a necessary part of hi~ being. From experiences in his ow.n life, 
these sense impressions were interpreted by images of beauty, developing 
from purely physical sensatio~ to those of ideal bea,uty. 
As. p~t ot all our experience is physical there can be no good 
work of art which d,oes not, appeal to U13 physically. The value of 
beauty rests in human feeling, i~ the kind of experiences that give 
life meaning. These a~e physical, intellectual, and spiritual. Spiritua 
values are bound u~ withe all other feelings. and with other human beingl:l. 
:ru.ert. ~a the statement in Chapter II said tAat. ~bstract :fo:rtn.a. 
unless coming :from reality are me.aningless., even so did, Mats feel in 
regard to beauty--that it l:lhould be ~:~eeri in ilnages coming from rea.li 'tr. 
He bega,n his career with physical sen~:~ations produced by the actual 
beautie!'i close to him~ He rea~iz.ed tb.at an image of a thing can 
repre~:~e:p,t that thing. His poetry appealed only to the senses. at the 
beginD,ing of his work. 
N~ture was a source of pleasure to him all through his life, 
a:J:Ld every object W:l3.S intensifieq by the add,ed charm. he gave them as 
they reacted upon his senses. He wri te13 of a "bush of May :fl0wera 
with the beea about them.tt, EW.d 11'clumps of woodbine taking the soft 
wind Upon their summer throne"~ Bis love of aenaations was reflected 
strongly in his early poems. Their sens.uou,sness at times gave them 
sentiment~ qua.li ties t4at was indica1;i ve of Leigh Hunt's in:f.'luence. 
The physical r~actions are the :first to develop. Keats' were not only 
developed first, but ~ere keener ~d more varied than usual and he ~a,de 
use of than all in his poetry~ 
B.ecause life holds so much of incompletenes~ and mortality, man 
cling/if to iha t which assumes any semblance to permanence, whether it b; Et 
in. object13 or principles. We know that llf.ignificant things are lasting; 
that there ~e principles in nature that, are oonstant; and, that art 
holds 1 ts value through those per.manen"t principles. Humanity would not 
endure were it not :for a knowledge o:f a rel.a.tive invariablenesa in this 
va+iable world. It is the arti at, by hiE:! creative ability, that m&kea 
us aware ot these constancies. It is only in art that an experience 
o:f El.. completely satiE~fYing order is found. There we find ultimate 
t.ruths. a.nd J?ermaDent princ:l:ples of the world untouched by mutability~ 
Keats. discovered the per.manence of beauty through his intense 
r~actions to loveli,ne~u~. IUs second stage of development is !'leen in 
his second publication--Endymion. 
I 
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-"'A. Thing of beauty is a joy fol;' eve:I1': 
.It§ loveliness incr~a~e~; it wil~ never 
P.a.as int.o nothin.gne sa. tt · 
Even in a changing world a "tleautiful thing is everlasting. It will 
continue its mission of beauty by giving joy foreve~, and even though 
the agen.t of that beauty should pass, the essence of beauty will 
continue,. 
It was because of this deep conviction that Keats found and 
;loved ttthe principle of beauty in all things", which was the third,. 
s.tage of his development. Ta him this principle was part and parcel 
of all- time and of al~ creation. As time went on the nprinciplett 
95 
became more positive and ~ats used ·m.ore rel:ltraint in his sensuoua,neas, 
He :refined and condensed it into the very e~sence of beauty as though 
it were crad,led u 'Mid hush:'d, cool-ro().ted flower!), fragrant-eyedtt. 
It. was not far for K~ta to progress to his fourth step toward 
ideal beauty. He had found the essentia.]Jl.eas ot beauty to 12-11 th,.ings, 
a.s ea,sential a.s was truth. His principles o-r order and stability proved 
to him the necessity of truth. Therefore, if the principle o-r beauty 
in all things was constant, beauty and truth must be one, 
A. Grecian~ expresses his bel~ef: 
" 'Reauty is truth, tra.th beauty'. w 
Again in ,Hypexion beauty is "eternal truth'r: 
u- ~ ! ,. to bear a.ll n~ed truths, 
.. .And to envisage circumstance, all ca.lm.~ 
That is the top of sovereignty. u-
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